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From the Editor
I

t is our very great pleasure to present a special English-language
edition of Alma Mater, the second in the magazine’s 18 years
addressed primarily to the Jagiellonian University’s international
community of associates, co-workers, and students, and to the
young people who would like to come to our University for
a period of study.
In this edition we would like to show our international
readers Poland’s oldest University, one of the earliest European
universities, which in 2014 will be celebrating the 650th
anniversary of its foundation. Over the centuries the Jagiellonian
University has educated many celebrities who now enjoy global
renown – the astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus, Pope John Paul
II, Nobel prizewinner Wisława Szymborska, the novelist Stanisław
Lem, the poet Adam Zagajewski, the British historian Norman
Davies, the film-maker Krzysztof Zanussi. But we intend to do
more than just present the University’s historic legacy; we want to
show its tremendous potential for scholarship, which ranks it top
of the academic table in Poland and makes it a paramount centre
of Polish and European culture.
Naturally the Jagiellonian University’s location in Kraków
is important, too. In a class of its own, the City of Kraków is
generally regarded as the heart of Poland and has been dubbed
a city of kings, saints, scholars, and artists. Thanks to its special
atmosphere and magnificent heritage sites such as Wawel Hill
and the Market Square with St. Mary’s Basilica and the Cloth
Hall, every year it is attracting over 8 million tourists from all
over the world. Many of these visitors are scholars and students.
And it is for them, too, that we are issuing this special edition of
Alma Mater, an idiosyncratic guidebook to the University. You
will be taken round the Jagiellonian University by its Rector, ViceRectors, its Administrative Chancellor, some of its professors who
are working on international projects, and representatives of its
students and alumni. Your guides will show you that the Jagiellonian
University is the place for the ambitious, a bridgehead between
tradition and present-day challenges. It is a University that is not
only building up its potential for scholarship and teaching, but
is also pursuing an ambitious investment plan, building stateof-the-art facilities with lecture halls and laboratories appointed
with the latest equipment. Poland’s first synchrotron research
centre on such a grand scale is currently being constructed on the
University’s campus at Pychowice. Modelled on a Swedish stateof-the-art prototype, the Solaris facility is due to open in 2014,
offering a broad spectrum of research prospects for specialists
from many disciplines. It will be available not only to scientists
from all over Poland, but also to users from abroad.
Browse through the articles in this issue. I’m sure many readers
will appreciate their variety and the multitude of illustrations.
I hope you enjoy reading the magazine.
Rita Pagacz-Moczarska

Chief Editor

QUALITY OF TUITION ABOVE ALL
Interview with Professor Wojciech Nowak, the 305th Rector of the Jagiellonian University

□ “The Jagiellonian University is the best school of higher
education in Poland. Its status has been confirmed by the
ranking for schools of higher education in 2013 organised by
the magazine Perspektywy and the daily newspaper Rzeczpospolita. What is the University going to do to strengthen its
position as leader?”
■ “We’re very pleased to be ranked so high. To keep this position,
especially in view of the difficult financial situation in Poland
and government savings, and also of the demographic slump
which is affecting us to a certain extent, the priority for all of
the University’s academic staff should the quality of our tuition.
Putting our University in the lead is not just the business of the
rector, vice-rectors, deans, and heads of institutes. It’s something
every academic tutor has to have on his mind. Only then will we
succeed. Progress in research is extremely important as well, for
as we know, there can be no quality teaching without research. It’s
an integrated system. The Jagiellonian University’s big advantage
is that we’re well-known, not only because we’ve been ranked top
of the league and because we have 650 years of tradition. We’re
known first and foremost for our excellent academics who can
teach students in an attractive and distinctive way. Candidates
applying to us for admission know about this, they check it on
the internet before they apply. Today they have all the information
laid out for them on a plate. From our websites they also learn
that if they come up to the Jagiellonian University they will have
the opportunity to complete interesting internships with the best
Polish companies, and to go abroad on scholarships at renowned
academic centres in Europe. It’s my dream for every student to
have that chance. I don’t mean a vacation period of training, but
a scholarship for a semester or two at a foreign university of their
choice during their period of study. The Jagiellonian University
is becoming more and more attractive thanks to its modern infrastructure. The building project for its Third Campus at Pychowice
will continue until 2015, next door, so to speak, to the Solaris
National Synchrotron Centre project – a huge investment which
will serve not only Polish scientists, but will also attract researchers from abroad.”
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Collegium Novum, the University’s administrative headquarters

□ “How is the University managing in the face
of the country’s challenging financial situation?”

The Rector’s chain of office
currently in use
was made in 1862

■ “The financial exigencies are not just affecting Poland,
but the European economy as well. The situation’s difficult,
and there are a lot of factors over which we have no influence,
unfortunately. So, apart from the funding we get from the Ministry of
Science and Higher Education on the basis of the algorithm in which the
number of students plays the key role, we have to obtain funds from other
sources such as research grants. We are top of the table nationwide for research grants from the National Science Centre. We’re also good at winning
EU and other international awards.”
□ “The Jagiellonian University has the potential to compete with
European universities, but in the Shanghai Ranking it’s in the
fourth hundred. Why is that?”
■ “Of course we’re not satisfied with this place. But we’re gradually moving up. One reason why Polish universities find it
hard to compete
with the European universities is
money. They are far
better off financially. The only
other Polish university also in the
fourth hundred in the Shanghai
Ranking is the University of Warsaw. However, I am convinced we
shall gradually be improving our
position in the European system
of teaching, and also in European
research. It certainly won’t happen
overnight. First we shall have to improve a few things; for instance, the number of
papers our academics publish in the best journals
will have to go up. Of course it would be glorious if
one of our scientists was awarded the Nobel Prize!
That scores a lot of points on the Shanghai Ranking.
Apart from that we shall have to continue expanding
tuition in English in the various faculties and fields, only
then will we have the chance to attract more talented individuals from other parts of the world.
But we’re not out to recruit any young people
regardless of their academic acumen. If we’re
aiming for top-quality teaching, we want the
best students. When I took a closer look
at the Shanghai Ranking I saw that the
top ten universities have both excellent
research and excellent tuition. So we shall
be going for both of these features.”
□ “What kind of actions do the University’s authorities intend to take to encourage more international students to come to
Poland’s oldest university?”
■ “The reception students coming from abroad
should get from the academic community of the Jagiellonian University must be as welcoming and supThe Rector’s mace,
a gift from Cardinal Fryderyk the Jagiellonian
(early 15th c.)

portive as possible.
That’s why the departments providing services
for foreign students and staff
have been allocated attractive premises in Collegium Novum, the heart of
the University, quite apart from the
University’s backing. Poland is recognisable in Europe, and so is Kraków
and the Jagiellonian University.
Nonetheless, to give our University the chance to elicit the
right kind of response abroad,
we need to have professional
information transfer on our
research and teaching. Nowadays the paramount tool in
this respect is the internet, that
means our website and Facebook,
which we will be working on.”
□ “Internationalisation is proceeding in stages at our University, gradually in selected
subjects, fields of study, doctoral studies.
Co-operation with academic centres abroad
is playing a major role in this. Can you give
a few examples?”
■ “I’ve managed to persuade Mr Lawrence
Gold, Special Advisor to the Chancellor, International Affairs, at the University of California,
Irvine, to establish a partnership with us. He’s
got a very friendly attitude to Poland. On 3rd
September 2012 we signed an agreement in the
Collegium Nowodworskiego building, for co-operation between the Jagiellonian University
and the University of California, Irvine, entailing not only joint research and the organisation
of joint educational projects, but also for staff
and student exchange programmes. We entered
a similar agreement in 2012 with the Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust, for a broad
scope of co-operation between
this American institution and
the Jagiellonian University
Centre for Holocaust Studies. We’ve also got very
good working relations
with the University
of Cambridge. On
26 th April 2013 its
Vice-Chancellor, Sir
Leszek Borysiewicz,
visited the Jagiellonian University and
shared his experience
The Rector’s ring
(1900)

of managing a university, stressing the importance of universities
exchanging their experience.”
□ “How many students will there be at the Jagiellonian University in the 2013/2014 academic year?”
■ “It’ll be a similar figure to last year’s numbers, that’s about 50
thousand. Over 15 thousand new students have been admitted
for full-time first- and second-cycle programmes of study, and
for part-time programmes, in scores of fields of study altogether
and over a hundred specialisations. Every year we conduct an
in-depth analysis of the fields of study, to assess which of them
to keep, which to merge, adapt, or close.”
□ “If the funding of Polish schools of higher education did not depend on the number of students they taught, how many students
should there be at the top Polish university, in your opinion?”
■ “No more than 30 thousand. There are only 6 thousand students
studying at the University of Cambridge… I hope our decision-makers on higher education will realise that it’s not quantity
but quality that counts – not student numbers but the quality of
the education they are given is the most important criterion in
the assessment of a university and should be prioritised in the
allocation of state funds.”
□ “How are Jagiellonian University graduates doing on the
job market now?”
■ “The Jagiellonian University Career Office’s figures show
that 80% of our graduates take up employment straight after
graduation, while over 15% decide to continue in higher education. That’s a very good result, and we’re very pleased with
it, however, there’s an important point young people should
remember: the Jagiellonian University is not a vocational training college with a job waiting for all of its graduates. If you
decide to specialise in a minority-interest subject you should
bear in mind that you may experience difficulties with finding
employment. What’s important is that during their period of
study our students not only acquire a knowledge of their field
of study, but also develop other skills such as creativity, working in a group, proficiency in a foreign language, enhancing

their computer literacy etc. Of course there’s always room for
improvement, so we are going to be raising our standards in
this respect as well.”
□ “In 2014 the Jagiellonian University will be celebrating
its 650th anniversary. What projects and events have been
planned for the jubilee?”
■ “The celebrations will start on 1st October 2013 with the
inauguration ceremony for the Jagiellonian University’s 650th
academic year, and will last until 1st October 2014. During the
jubilee we want to focus on the role the University has played and
continues to play in developing Poland, especially in shaping the
Polish sense of identity. We’ll also be discussing the challenges
facing Polish schools of higher education in the 21st century. An
important part of that discussion will come in March 2014, in the
Congress of Academic Culture, when we’ll be reflecting on the
ethos of teaching, the teacher’s ethos, and the student’s ethos.
The work on this important and very worthwhile undertaking
has reached an advanced stage; Professor Piotr Sztompka is the
chairman of the Congress’ Programme Council. Poland’s entire
academic community will take part in the discussion. The main
events of the jubilee will be held on 12th May 2014, exactly on
the 650th anniversary of the University’s foundation.”
□ “What would you, as Rector of Poland’s oldest University,
most like to see in the coming years in this office? What
should we wish you?”
■ “I’d like the University to maintain its financial stability in
all the aspects of its activities; I’d like all the investments we’re
conducting or starting to proceed according to schedule; I don’t
want any of the companies we’re working with to collapse financially. I really want all of our plans to succeed, I’m deeply
committed to them, especially those concerning the University’s
development strategy and management; I want us to enhance
our strategic management. And I’m sure we shall be making
good in this respect, too.”
□ “Thank you for the interview.”

Interview by Rita Pagacz-Moczarska
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Night-time view of Collegium Novum
Photo Paweł Kozioł

THE BUILDINGS OF POLAND’S
OLDEST UNIVERSITY
T

he history of the Jagiellonian University has been made and continues to be
shaped primarily by its human resources,
the academic community of its staff and
students. Its eminent professors and alumni
– to name but Copernicus and John Paul
II – have left a permanent record not only
in the history of their alma mater and
their country, but also in world history.
But we can hardly disavow the observation that the University’s buildings have
made a salient contribution to its story.
Many of them have a rich legacy of their
own, often embellished by a panoply of legends which have grown up over the
years or even centuries. I can hardly hope
to exhaust this aspect of the University’s
650 years of history in a short essay, so
I shall concentrate only on a selection of
its buildings, both ancient and modern.

8
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The Jagiellonian University’s arVice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University
chitectural fabric is a fine example for Finance and Human Resources, Professor Jacek Popiel
of a successful blend of tradition
with modernity.
The University’s oldest building on hi- was carried out to recover its appearance
th
th
storical record is Collegium Maius, situated at the turn of the 15 and 16 century. The
on the corner of ulica św. Anny and ulica Libraria, Stuba Communis, and especially
Jagiellońska. Stanisław of Skarbimierz, the Aula are the precincts where you can
Rector of the University on its renewal in feel the University’s historic atmosphere
1400, described the purpose of this place most intensely. Currently the Collegium
aptly and aphoristically: “This small ho- Maius at ulica Jagiellońska 15 accommouse is to encompass all the wisdom in the dates the University Museum, but it is also
world. So, Polish student, come to study the venue for the principal ceremonies, such
where prudence and justice abide.” In as the conferral of honorary doctorates on
the College’s rich history there have been celebrities from the arts and sciences. The
times of glory and times of oblivion, fires, building second in rank after Collegium
conversions, and modernisations. Its current Maius in the historic university quarter
form is a result largely of work conducted in (sometimes referred to as the First Campus)
the mid- and latter part of the 20th century, is Collegium Novum at ul. Gołębia 24, howhen a comprehensive restoration project using the Rector’s office and headquarters

The court of
Collegium Maius

Photo Jerzy Sawicz
Photo Anna Wojnar

The court of Collegium Iuridicum,
with ”Luci di Nara”, a sculpture by Igor Mitoraj

Interior of the main building of the Faculty of Polish Studies (ul. Gołębia 20)

Photo Anna Wojnar

of some of the faculties. This edifice was
opened in 1887, and its architecture and
furnishings emphasise the University’s
Polish traditions. Its façade is decorated
with the bas-relief arms of its Founders,
King Casimir the Great, King Vladislaus Jagiełło, Queen Jadwiga, and Pope
Urban V, who confirmed King Casimir’s
foundation charter. Inside is the splendid
Aula, a venue for many of the University’s
important events.
The University’s historic First Campus
properties include the Collegium Nowodworskiego building at ul. św. Anny 12,
which once held the Jagiellonian Library’s reading room and catalogue, and
is now the administrative headquarters
of the Jagiellonian University Medical
College; Collegium Wróblewskiego (ul.
Olszewskiego 2), which accommodates
the Faculty of Law and Administration;
Collegium Witkowskiego (ul. Gołębia 13),
headquarters of the historians; Collegium
Kołłątaja (a.k.a. Collegium Physicum),
where in 1883 Professors Karol Olszewski
and Zygmunt Wróblewski pioneered their
experiment to liquefy atmospheric oxygen
and nitrogen; the Larisch Mansion (corner
of plac Wszystkich Świętych and ul. Bracka), now used by the lawyers; Collegium
Iuridicum (ul Grodzka 53), which has
been used in turn by lawyers, agricultural
scientists, chemists, geographers, and now
serves the lawyers and art historians; Collegium Broscianum (ul. Grodzka 52–54),
now used by the philosophers, sociologists,
and religious studies scholars; and the
Royal Arsenal building at ul. Grodzka 64,
currently accommodating the Faculty of
Polish Studies. Altogether the University’s
facilities in the old part of the city account
for about ¼ of its surface area and house
four of its Faculties: Law and Administration, History, Philosophy, and Polish
Studies. A systematically implemented
conservation project is turning this part
of the University into a living testimonial
to its historic past, which is at the same
time serving as a venue for a multitude of
academic events in the busy here-and-now.
The refurbished Professors’ Garden on the
Jagiellońska and the vicinity of the Planty
Park, making up a refreshing stretch of
vegetation within the bounds of the Old
City and spangled with statues, plaques,
and memorials commemorating individuals whose merits for the University earned
them these tributes, and thousands of tourists milling round these historic sites – all
of these features go together to create the
unique atmosphere of the First Campus.
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The court of Collegium Nowodworskiego

The University’s Sixth Centenary Jubilee
of Foundation in the 1960s offered a good opportunity for development beyond the bounds
of the Old City, within a radius of 1 – 2 km from
the Market Square. In 1939 just before the outbreak of the Second World War new premises
for the Jagiellonian Library had been completed
at al. Mickiewicza 22. The buildings which went
up in the postwar period, especially around the
time of the 1964 Jubilee, are referred to as the
Second Campus. The principal investments
associated with that Jubilee are the Collegium
Chemicum (ul. Ingardena 3, built 1947–1952);
Collegium Physicum (ul. Reymonta 4);

10

Collegium Biologicum (ul. Ingardena 6); and
the Collegium Paderevianum (Al. Mickiewicza
9), which was built for the Faculty of Philology
thanks to a legacy left by Ignacy Paderewski in
his last will; alongside a redevelopment of the
Jagiellonian Library. Building and development
projects which were completed at the time
beyond the First and Second Campuses included work on the Botanical Garden (ul. Kopernika 27), a new Astronomical Observatory at
Fort Skała on the outskirts of the city, the physical education centre on the Piastowska, and
a series of students’ halls and staff residential
buildings.

alma mater nr 159
The Botanical Garden with Collegium Śniedeckiego (ul. Kopernika 27)
Photo Andrzej Mróz

Sciences. These new, state-of-the-art
teaching and research facilities for the
management and science faculties have
opened up new horizons for the University’s research potential. The Third Campus
project is being accompanied by a wave
of investments in the nearby Kraków
Technological Park and Special Economic
Zone. The design of the Third Campus,
a bridgehead between science and industry, is a unique feature in Poland and this
part of Europe. An excellent example of
the state-of-the-art technologies we are
employing is shown in the Life Science
Incubator built for the Jagiellonian Centre
of Innovation, a commercial company in
which the Jagiellonian University is the
sole shareholder.
The turn of the centuries was also
a time of investment in the Second
Campus. In 1994 work started on the
construction of a new wing for the Jagiellonian Library, which was completed in
2001. Two technical facilities were built,
and the old (interwar) part of the Library
along with the Main Reading Room were
modernised and entered in the register of
historic buildings. In 2005 the Auditorium
Maximum, a magnificent conference

Situated at Pychowice on the outskirts of the city,
the Third Campus, a.k.a. the Jubilee Campus,
is the Jagiellonian University’s
alma 21st-century
mater nr 159showcase
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centre with a main hall seating 1,200
and several smaller rooms, was opened.
Situated at ul. Krupnicza 33, for several
years now the Auditorium Maximum has
served as the venue for the inauguration
ceremony at the beginning of each new
academic year. It is also used for international conferences and symposia as well
as for artistic performances and events.
The Jagiellonian University’s impressive investment plans for the next few
years envisage the redevelopment of
the premises of the Faculty of Philology
on the corner of ul. Krupnicza and al.
Mickiewicza. A new building, Collegium
Paderevianum II, will go up next to the
Old Paderevianum and the Small Paderevianum, which will be modernised. The
project is being financed from EU funds.
Work is continuing on the Third Campus.
The Małopolska Centre of Biotechnology
is due to open in 2013. The construction
of the Solaris National Synchrotron Radiation Centre is in its final stages. The
new building for the Faculty of Physics,
Astronomy, and Applied Computer Science is due to open in 2014. Work is starting on the new building for the Faculty
of Chemistry.

Photo Anna Wojnar

The next opportunity for the University’s material growth came with the Sixth
Centenary Jubilee of Renewal (2000). In
2001 the Sejm of the Republic of Poland
passed a resolution granting the Jagiellonian University funds of over 600 million
PLN from the national budget for the construction of a new campus. In 2009 Sejm
amended the act, increasing the assets in
the grant to nearly 950 million PLN and
extending the time for the project to 2015.
Situated at Pychowice on the outskirts of
the city, the Third Campus, a.k.a. the Jubilee Campus, is the Jagiellonian University’s 21st-century showcase. So far the
investments completed in this long-term
project have augmented the University’s
facilities with buildings for the Faculty of
Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Biotechnology at ul. Gronostajowa 7; the Faculty
of Mathematics and Computer Science at
ul. Łojasiewicza 6; the Faculty of Management and Social Communication at ul.
Łojasiewicza 4; the Institute of Zoology
at ul. Gronostajowa 9; the Institute of
Environment Science at ul. Gronostajowa
7; the Institute of Geography and Spatial
Management at ul. Gronostajowa 7; and
for the Faculty of Biology and Earth

Modernisation projects are being conducted in the University’s old properties
on the First and Second Campuses. Much
of the funding for the buildings registered
as historic sites comes from the NFOZK
(National Fund for the Restoration of the
Historic Sites of Kraków). These projects
have made more of the premises in buildings like Collegium Maius – its magnificent cellars and loft storey – available
for use as exhibition halls, conference
rooms, or cafés. Another project has led to
the renovation of the Professors’ Garden
on the Jagiellońska. The Second Campus

buildings vacated by faculties which have
moved to the Third Campus have been
modernised and some of the First Campus
institutes have moved in.
Apart from buildings on its three campuses, the Jagiellonian University also has
properties in other parts of Kraków and out
of town. One such place is its reception
and conference centre in a historic country
house at Modlnica, and another is Przegorzały Castle and the guest house situated
there. Finally there is the University’s vineyard at Łazy, which has been supplying
the grapes for our own wine since 2005.

Jacek Popiel

Photo Anna Wojnar

Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University
for Finance and Human Resources

The Life Science Incubator
built for the Jagiellonian Centre of Innovation
is an excellent example of the state-of-the-art technologies
we are employing
alma mater nr 159
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THE JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY’S
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University for Development,
Professor Maria-Jolanta Flis

T

The Jagiellonian University’s
mission
Drawing on many centuries of
tradition and cherishing the legacy of generations, the Jagiellonian
University is marking out new
paths of development for intellectual activity by maintaining the
highest standards in its research
and teaching. It is building up an
enduring relationship with society in an atmosphere of freedom
and tolerance, and promoting an
attitude of openness to the unknown, a humanist sensitivity, and
responsibility for its undertakings.
The Jagiellonian University’s strategic objectives
– Integration of University activities towards a collegial structure
– The best quality in teaching
– The best quality in research
– Successful impact on our social,
cultural, and economic environment
14
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he mission, vision, objectives, and
actions undertaken to develop the
Jagiellonian University in the next decade
which will allow it to cherish and keep its
many centuries of rich traditions while
at the same time reinforcing its leading
position as a fully modern university
within the regional, national, and global
scope, have been presented in a document
entitled Strategia rozwoju Uniwersytetu
Jagiellońskiego 2014– 2020 (The Jagiellonian University’s Development Strategy,
2014 – 2020).
This seminal document has been
compiled by a team of experts working
on the University’s development strategy
in collaboration with the Commission on
Development appointed by the Jagiellonian University’s Senate. It is serving as
the University’s working document for the
resolution of the institutional challenges
we are facing on a national and international scale in which knowledge-based
economic development is a central issue,
and to which the University is contributing in response to the numerous internal
and external tasks facing us. It is also a
roadmap of recommendations for the development trends on which we should all
be engaged to accomplish the University’s
mission and achieve the objectives we have
set ourselves.
The University’s rate of development,
and the rate at which its internal and
external competitiveness will grow in
the next few years will be determined by
its contribution to the development of a
creative, well-educated society, and to its
activity in research at the best standards of
quality stimulating an innovative economy.
The image of the University presented in
its document on development strategy

envisages that in the forthcoming decade
the strength of the Jagiellonian University
will lie in its commitment to the universal
values, and in the identity and aspirations
of its undergraduate, postgraduate, and
doctoral students, its alumni and staff;
and that it will establish an enduring place
for itself among the world’s top academic
centres for research, teaching, and transfer
of knowledge; that it will offer an attractive
venue for scholarship and study, for the
cultivation of creativity and the pursuit of
worthy objectives; and that it will impact
on the development of a modern society
and economy.
The document defines the objectives
and trends in the University’s development
within the close range and on a broader
scale to 2020. They will be implemented
within Poland’s new financial conditions
and the European Union’s new financial
perspective for 2014–2020 (Strategia
Rozwoju Kraju 2020: National Development Strategy 2020). In this respect the
Jagiellonian University’s document on
development strategy for 2014–2020 has
also taken into consideration the objectives in social and economic development
which the authorities of the Voivodeship of
Lesser Poland will be pursuing within the
framework of the EU regional policy, and
in particular the regional operational programme for Lesser Poland in 2014–2020.
It also considers the strategic undertakings
which require an application for funding
from the national operational programmes
and other domestic and international financial resources.

Maria-Jolanta Flis

Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University
for Development

RESEARCH
AT THE JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY
What’s scholarship?
Every academic thinks his work is the
most important thing in the world. Well,
one of the most important things. Maybe
I’ll surprise you, but in a way he’s right!
One of the features of academic work is
its uniqueness, just as in the arts. For both
the arts and for scholarship you need to be
creative, to observe reality in an insightful
way, to be able to take an analytical and
a synthetic approach to issues, and – if
you’re one of the best – you need a flash
of genius.
There are many reasons for engaging in scholarship. First, it’s a means
to satisfy the innate human curiosity, an
endeavour to answer the question “how?”
and sometimes even the question “why?”
That primal curiosity has transformed
into a sophisticated set of methodological
instruments which not only help us to find
the answers to questions on the reality

that surrounds us, but also tell us how
reliable those answers are. By applying
those instruments scholars are trying to
understand the way the world works at
the various levels of its complexity, how
man and other life forms operate in that
world, and what the mutual relations and
dependences are in simple and complex
systems. And finally they want to know
how to apply this information to make our
lives easier and more satisfying, not only
for the enjoyment of material assets, but
also for the experience and discovery of
our place in a continually changing world.
Theory and practice, putting forward and
verifying hypotheses, issues that are fundamental and their applications – all this
started from sheer curiosity and is still with
us thanks to curiosity.
Often pressure is put on scholarship
(and scientists in particular) to make the
results of their research lead to practical
applications fast, if not immediately:

Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University
for Research and Structural Funds,
Professor Stanisław Kistryn

to narrow down so-called fundamental
research to practical applications and
bring material benefits double-quick. It’s
a dangerous tendency, potentially leading
to curbs on research in areas which do
not promise an instantaneous harvest of
practical applications, and sometimes this
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The Nanostucture Laboratory in the Nanotechnology
and Surface Science Laboratories;
Department of Nanostructure Physics and Nanotechnology
in the Jagiellonian University Institute of Physics
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A laboratory
in the Jagiellonian Centre
of Innovation

well, since we live in the real world, to
convince the decision-makers and the
taxpayer that it’s all really worth the huge
sums of money that it costs.
How’s it done at the Jagiellonian
University?
Yes, we know – every academic’s
research is the most important. There are
nearly 4 thousand of them employed in
the Jagiellonian University’s 15 faculties,
not counting technicians and doctoral
students, who are doing research, too. Is
there a common feature shared by all of
this research in such diverse fields – medicine, mathematics, biology, psychology,
philology, geography, sociology, physics,
philosophy and many, many more? I say
yes, there is: we do it well. The University’s history, status, and reputation don’t
allow of false modesty; the Jagiellonian
University’s scholarly achievement ranks
it at the top of the academic league in
Poland. Together with the University of
Warsaw we are the country’s leaders in
scholarship, and our objective is a research
university, that is one which specialises
in fundamental research (though not oblivious of applications), which it conducts in
competition with acknowledged centres of
academia throughout the world. Naturally
our research provides a basis for a first-rate
standard of education, which is discussed
elsewhere.
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is actually postulated. But science is like
a pyramid, and applications are at its very
apex, supported on many layers of abstract
research, which in turn are grounded in
a broad base of fundamental research. You
can’t just have the top of the pyramid suspended in space. If you cut off some of the
base you’ll have no idea of the type of apex
you are throwing away. In other words –
all the aspects of scholarship which are
recognised today as close to applications
were only yesterday still considered pure
theory. Today’s fundamental research will
one day serve as the basis for applications
which are unimaginable today. It probably won’t happen tomorrow, nor the day
after, but some day will certainly lead to
new solutions, new products, systems, or
methods.
Scholarship is a passionate commitment – by engaging in it we are searching
for the truth about the world around us
and about ourselves. We are dedicating
our minds, hands, and hearts to it. The
world is beautiful, and understanding it
makes us more aware of that beauty. That’s
why scholarship is a mission – a mission
to understand more fully and help others
to reach that understanding. To make life
better by probing the world’s mysteries and
crossing the frontiers of our knowledge.
And also to ensure that our knowledge
is perpetuated and developed, to hand it
down to our successors and train them to
be better researchers than we are. And,
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What do the figures say?
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The quality of scholarly research is
not a readily measurable category. Nonetheless there are a few quantitative indices
which should persuade you that the work
of the Jagiellonian University’s academics puts it at the top of the national table.
About a thousand research topics
are being conducted at the Jagiellonian
University. They are financed from a variety of sources: funds from the Ministry
of Science and Higher Education, assets
distributed by grant-issuing bodies such
as the National Science Centre (NCN)
or the National Centre for Research and
Development, from EU structural funds
and other EU projects, and from international foundations and consortia. Our total
annual budget for research amounts to
hundreds of millions of PLN. We’re proud
of the fact that the Jagiellonian University is the national leader in the number
of projects created on the grounds of the
NCN’s grant competitions for fundamental research. Currently we have over 900
NCN projects, from ones for researchers
just starting out on their academic careers,
through the more advanced programmes,
to advanced interdisciplinary projects
conducted by experienced scholars. It’s
not just the number of projects that’s
cheering, but also the rate of growth. The
number of domestic research projects
coordinated by Jagiellonian University
staff has trebled over the past 5 years.
Also the success rate of our applications
– over 40% – is exceptionally high. The
leaders in grant awards are the science
and medical faculties, but the humanities
are making an active contribution as well.
Thanks to funding from the EU Operational Programmes we were able to
make immense headway in the quality
of the apparatus our staff uses, providing
the University with state-of-the art equipment. Even though the number of these
projects is not very big (around 90), the
funds allocated for them make up a very
substantial part of our overall research
budget. These programmes entail apparatus investments, sometimes amounting
to tens of millions of PLN, and have
resulted in the establishment of scores of
new laboratories fitted out in a way which
arouses the envy of our collaborators who
not so long ago used to watch us admiring
their resources. Our laboratories have
brought us into the European research mi-

lieu, putting us on a par with other centres
engaged in a similar scope of research.
Modern apparatus requires new
premises. A government development
project for the Jagiellonian University’s
Third Campus has been going on since
2001, and new facilities are being built at
Pychowice to accommodate a series of faculties (mainly the natural sciences). The
overall value of the investment is 1 billion
PLN. Over 100 thousand sq. m. of floor
space and the generous appointment of
these new buildings will enable us to use
the full potential of our new and modernised research equipment. The development
of the Campus is being accompanied by
a number of investments in the Kraków
Technological Park and Special Economic
Zone, putting the undertaking in a class of
its own in Poland and this part of Europe.
I shall return to discuss some of the other
bridgeheads between science and industry
going up on the Third Campus thanks to
structural funds.
Notwithstanding the University’s
continually upgraded research facilities,
the periods of study our staff spend in
other academic centres are still very important for their research. The exchange
of experience with globally acknowledged representatives of their respective
fields allows them to maintain the highest
standards of research, and also gives
them the opportunity to be recognised
in international circles of research. The
Jagiellonian University is hosting a growing number of visits by collaborators
from abroad, not only to attend our conferences, but also to pursue their research
objectives in our laboratories. Every year
we receive over two and a half thousand
visitors for research, and twice that number of our staff travel abroad for study.
About half of those figures are accounted
for by scientists attending conferences
and symposia. Our strongest bilateral
relations are with Germany, the USA,
France, the United Kingdom, and Italy.

Do you enjoy reading?
The prime result of research work is
the general advance of human knowledge,
and in the individual dimension it means
an increase in the researcher’s competence
and experience. The material record of
research results are scholarly publications.
Depending on the practice in the given
discipline, these will be papers in scientific
journals, contributions to conference proceedings, monographs and/or their parts,
books, and other academic publications.
About 9 thousand publications appear
every year with the affiliation of Jagiellonian University units, and about 30% of
that total are papers published in the best,
internationally recognised journals. Here,
too, the leaders in terms of numbers are the
medical and science faculties; the humanities tend to publish more monographs and
general reviews.
The Jagiellonian Library and over 50
faculty or institute libraries make up an
extremely important component of the
University, a vast repository of knowledge,
equal in rank with the National Library,
and a gateway to the resources of other
libraries. It is the venue for access to hitherto accumulated knowledge, a vibrant
centre for research, for the preservation
of extant, and acquisition of new collections. Patently serving the needs of the
University’s academics, the Jagiellonian
Library is also a priceless component of
Poland’s cultural heritage. Its resources
amount to over 7 million volumes, with
an annual acquisition rate of about 150
thousand items. Its collections are gradually being digitised, and the Jagiellonian
Digital Library is growing. The number of
bibliographical records in it has recently
passed the million mark, and the number
of digitised items published is approaching
250 thousand, which puts it in the leading
position in the Polish Digital Libraries
Federation. Its total number of readers is
over 7.5 million.

The University runs its own publishing
enterprise to facilitate publication for its
academics, especially for the issue of
monographs. The Jagiellonian University
Press is one of the principal academic
publishers in Poland and enjoys an international impact thanks to a distribution
network with a number of foreign partners
in Europe, America, Asia, and Australia.
We publish about 300 books every year
at the highest editorial standard coupled
with quality of contents. The Jagiellonian
University Press also publishes academic
journals in all the fields of scholarship, and
ensures their good distribution, and entry
and indexation in the international data
bases. In addition many of the University’s
science, humanities, and social science
faculties publish their own specialist
periodicals.
Widely and wisely. But what about
utility?
Although the Jagiellonian University’s
main focus is on fundamental research,
we are not neglectful of the potential for
implementation, to put our research results
into practice in new applications. We were
the first Polish university to establish
a special body for this purpose. In 2003
we founded CITTRU, the Jagiellonian
Centre for Innovation, Technological
Transfer, and University Development.
CITTRU’s job is to commercialise the
results Jagiellonian University associates
accomplish in their research, to foster
a good environment for co-operation between business and academia, to promote
and disseminate scholarly achievement
in society at large, and to obtain funds
for these activities. Its principal tasks
are to encourage and support innovation,
identify and examine its patentability, and
bring about the practical implementation
of inventions made in the Jagiellonian
University. These duties are connected
with the issue of intellectual property and
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The Centre under construction

copyright protection of the new solutions
developed in the University; with the design and promotion of technological offers,
and the co-ordination of research contracts
commissioned by external bodies. We must
bear in mind that innovation means more
than just the material aspect of advances
in technology; it should also encompass
social and cultural innovation. Representatives of the social sciences can offer their
services in consultancy and expertise, conduct sociological and marketing research, or
compile the strategic principles underlying
new legal solutions. In the ten years of its
operations CITTRU has conducted over
150 applications for domestic and international patents and has obtained 24 patents; it
has presented the Jagiellonian University’s
innovation offer at over 50 trade fairs; it has
conducted training sessions for over 1,500
persons; it has issued a series of publications
promoting scientific research and its practical application; and it has administered the
activities of the Academic Incubator for
Entrepreneurship.
Science is working with business
partners in many of the Jagiellonian University’s centres established thanks to
EU structural funds. One such centre is
the Małopolska Centre of Biotechnology
(MCB), a group of six centres conducting research in areas which are different
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from each other but complementary and
which include one of the laboratories of
the prestigious Max-Planck Gesellschaft.
MCB has globally unique dedicated equipment allowing it to expand its research
into hitherto inaccessible areas and to
conduct projects in co-operation with the
pharmaceutical, biotechnological, and food
processing industries, and with medical and
health services, within one of Poland’s four
strategic areas of research and technological development. This year the Centre will
achieve its full operational target.
In 2011 we launched the operations of
JCET, the Jagiellonian Centre for Experimental Therapeutics. JCET is Poland’s first
specialist and interdisciplinary academic
centre conducting comprehensive projects
for the development of new-generation
drugs and pharmaceutics. It is in a class of
its own on a European scale. Its headquarters are on the premises of the Jagiellonian
Centre of Innovation (JCI), a company
established by the Jagiellonian University
in 2004 to support the development of life
science businesses, to perform research contracts and services using its own and academic resources, to hire out its laboratory
facilities, and to conduct capital investment.
JCI is expanding at a dynamic rate: in the
summer of 2013 two new buildings were
opened, increasing floor space available in

the Life Science Park to 20 thousand sq. m.
JCI offers interested business entities extremely well equipped laboratory space which
may be arranged to suit individual needs.
The company performs research contracts
for external customers in biotechnology,
biology, chemistry, pharmacology, physics,
nanotechnology, and environmental protection, employing the services of experienced
scientists and research teams. JCI fosters
the development of entrepreneurship by
investing in other companies and providing
funds for innovative projects in the natural
sciences. Recently it embarked on activities
intended to introduce science to preschool
children by opening a kindergarten in one
of its new buildings.
The pride of the Jagiellonian University
The numerous prizes for achievement
awarded at home and internationally to
Jagiellonian University associates are
testimonials of the high value of their
research. Also our units – development
centres, projects, research groups, or entire
faculties – enjoy accolades and a high level
of acknowledgement. One of these special
distinctions for merit is the status of Leading
National Scientific Centre conferred by the
Ministry of Science and Higher Education;
of six such leaders nationwide two are in
the Jagiellonian University. Two of our
consortia have been declared leaders in
staking out the main trends in scientific
development in Poland. They are the Marian Smoluchowski Scientific Consortium
of Kraków: ”Matter-Energy-Future”, the
members of which include the Jagiellonian
University’s Faculty of Physics, Astronomy, and Applied Computer Science, and
its Faculty of Chemistry; and a medical
consortium co-ordinated by the Jagiellonian
University’s Faculty of Medicine.
We are also proud that the Jagiellonian University has been appointed the
representative of the Polish Government
in FAIR Inc. (Facility for Antiproton and
Ion Research). This international company
is conducting a building project on the
grounds of an international convention to
set up a facility in Germany, which will
be the most modern research centre in the
world pursuing a wide spectrum of scientific
research, including applications.
Finally I would like to present the
SOLARIS National Synchrotron Centre,
which is being built on the Jagiellonian
University’s Third Campus. The Centre’s

main component will be a synchrotron
electron accelerator in which electrons accelerated to nearly the speed of light will
emit intensive electromagnetic radiation,
which will be used to probe matter. The
Centre will be an absolutely unique facility
in East Central Europe, opening up new research opportunities in biology, chemistry,
physics, material engineering, medicine,
pharmacology, geology, crystallography,
and their practical applications. We are
already receiving applications for research
at the SOLARIS Centre from numerous
groups from many countries.

• How does your child sleep?
• “Half-hearted” life
These 15 subjects are just a tiny snippet
of the Jagiellonian University’s research
agenda. Perhaps one of these titles will
sound intriguing enough to encourage
a reader to look up its description? Maybe
he’ll glance at the next description? And
be drawn into the fascinating world of
uncovering mysteries – we’ll be happy to
show him round: perhaps he’d like to help
us find out how it all works.

What are we researching on?

I’ve given a very sketchy outline of
the University’s current research situation.
The point it’s reached after 650 years of
operations. I am convinced there are new
centuries ahead of it full of dynamic and
successful competition and co-operation
with other institutions on a broad spectrum
of scholarship.
As a member of my University community I want it to continue being the best in
Poland and more and more appreciated in
the world. As one of thousands of its academics and like all of my colleagues, I shall
do all I can to make the best possible use
of our continuously upgraded infrastructure, I shall be putting difficult questions to
Nature and trying to find answers to them.
We shall be working on new research methods and applying them in sophisticated
experiments the results of which will sooner
or later provide the basis for new solutions
in technology, medicine, social and community life, and will help us to enjoy our
lives – wise lives, full of affirmation and
positive response to the advances of science. We shall be educating and training our
successors, wishing them good luck and
hoping they will be better, more efficient
and successful in getting where we didn’t
manage to get. I wish I were in their shoes!
On behalf of the University’s authorities and administrative units I assure you
we shall do our best
to create the best
possible conditions
for our academics to
carry out their mission and make their
dreams of successful
science come true.
We shall be continuing to organise the
University’s centre
for the provision of

The University’s Vice-Rectors and Rector
leading the official procession through the streets of Kraków,
1st October 2012

Stanisław Kistryn

Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University for
Research and Structural Funds
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Just a few paragraphs are not enough
even for an overview of a thousand research
topics and their results. Instead I shall mention a CITTRU publication on the subject,
Projektor Jagielloński czyli co badają
naukowcy na UJ? (http://www.projektor.
cittru.uj.edu.pl/projekty – next year we shall
have its English version) and list the titles of
a few selected projects. This publication is
a pioneering effort to describe our research in
short summaries written for the general reader in a way which makes complex scientific
issues accessible and exciting, presented by
the leaders of international research teams.
The knowledge discovered and developed
by the University cannot be locked up in
specialist journals, it has to be disseminated
to the public at large accurately, clearly, and
in a manner easy to understand. A society
which is aware is better prepared to cope with
and face up to the challenges of a complex
reality, and draws more satisfaction from the
experience. And that is a paramount task for
universities to fulfil, well worth the setting
up of special agencies like CITTRU to carry
it out. So what is claiming the attention of
our academics?
• The cell’s information network
• The light which destroys neoplasms
• Allies from an invisible world
• The plastic newspaper within arm’s reach
• Cyberspace: the new battlefield
• Hearing the image
• I am a manager and nothing that is human
is alien to me
• What’s with that democracy?
• The advantages of bilingualism
• The Berlin Code: what the old manuscripts say
• How the mind works
• Allergy: a problem not to be sniffed at
• Crushing atherosclerosis

What’s to come?

a comprehensive range of services for
their research projects, helping them, especially the group leaders, at all the stages
of their project – from selecting the right
programme, through compiling their application, all the administrative and reportwriting duties, to the very end of the project
and maintaining its result indices. The Jagiellonian University will be continuing the
modernisation of its resources of premises
and facilities. We shall be promoting and
encouraging state-of-the-art multi- and
interdisciplinary research, reaching out
into areas perhaps not even identified yet.
We shall be searching for ways to effective
co-operation with other universities and
R&D centres to co-ordinate the services and
facilities available in our laboratories. We
shall also have to work more and more in
partnership with business entities, persuading them to invest in science, even though
the material benefits may not come until
a later time. An example of such a comprehensive undertaking may be provided by the
Jagiellonian University’s efforts to organise a consortium in the Central European
Collocation Centre within the Knowledge
and Innovation Community framework of
the European Institute of Innovation and
Technology. Academics and entrepreneurs
from many disciplines and countries from
Scandinavia to the Mediterranean will be
working in the consortium on a project entitled “Healthy Living and Active Ageing”.
What is needed now are bold decisions.
President Barack Obama has said, “Today,
more than ever before, science holds the key
to our survival as a planet and our security
and prosperity as a nation. It’s time we once
again put science at the top of our agenda.”
I sincerely hope that decision-makers will
take these words to heart, and that all of
us will be able to make prudent use of this
approach to science.
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SEVEN CENTURIES
OF TEACHING
I

as the language of instruction), as well as
34 third-cycle programmes. Programmes
conducted in a foreign language (English
or German) are available in all of the cycles
of study, and the variety they represent may
be illustrated by a few examples:
– at the first-cycle level: BA in International Relations and Area Studies,
BA in Management; BSc in International
Management;
– at the second-cycle level: MA in Cultural Studies (Transatlantic Studies); MA in
European Studies; MA in International Relations: Europe from the Visegrad Perspective;
MA in Mathematics; MSc in Biotechnology;
MSc in Ecology and Evolution; the Interdisciplinary MA Programme in Polish Studies,
Jewish Studies and History; the Doctor of
Dental Surgery Programme for high school
graduates (DDS); the Medical Doctor
Programme for college/university students
(MD); the Medical Doctor Programme for
high school graduates (MD);
– at the third-cycle level: the PhD Programme in Comparative Literature, PhD in
the Physical Sciences: Physics; PhD in the
Physical Sciences: Astronomy.

Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University
for Educational Affairs, Professor Andrzej Mania
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n 2012/2013 the Jagiellonian University
came top of the list of Poland’s universities and schools of higher education ranked
by the newspaper Rzeczpospolita and the
magazine Perspektywy. Its modern management style, innovative degree programmes and brave vision of future prospects
based on a rich experience of six and a half
centuries – all this goes to make up the
global class of the Jagiellonian University,
both in terms of staff and students, as well
as research, scholarships and grants, and
the quality of its teaching.
The broad scope of programmes of
study offered by the Jagiellonian University at the first-, second- and third-cycle
level, along with its postgraduate courses
– altogether scores of fields of study and
over a hundred specialisations, as well as
programmes spanning more than one area
of study – all this makes the University an
excellent alma mater not only for Polish
students, but also for international students.
The range of programmes we offer includes nearly 150 first-cycle and long-cycle
programmes, and over 150 second-cycle
programmes (including 11 with English
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The Jagiellonian University conducts
student recruitment for almost all of
its programmes by means of the ERK
(Electronic Registration for Candidates)
system, which has been continuously
upgraded over the past decade.
To internationalise its teaching offer
and give international candidates access
to all the information they need to apply,
the Jagiellonian University has launched
two English- and Polish-language websites, www.erk.uj.edu.pl and www.rekrutacja.uj.edu.pl, which are administered by
the Recruitment Department. Candidates
can open an account in the ERK system
and register online from anywhere in the
world for their chosen programme of study. The recruitment service is conducted
in several languages. A candidate does not
need to appear in person at the University
until he or she comes to enrol for his/her
course. The recruitment timetable has
been devised to ensure admissions are
conducted as soon as possible.
At the end of 2012 the total number
of students at the Jagiellonian University
(full-time and part-time first-, second-,
and long-cycle students, doctoral students, postgraduate/post-diploma students) amounted to 51,202. This overall
figure breaks down into 45,498 on first-,
second- and long-cycle programmes;
3,092 doctoral students, and 2,612 on
postgraduate/post-diploma programmes.
The Jagiellonian University is Poland’s leading school of higher education for the number of international
students. In 2012/2013 there were 3,192
international students at the Jagiellonian
University on diploma programmes,
exchange programmes, internships and
scholarships, and semestral and holiday
courses of Polish.

In 2012/2013 over 800 Jagiellonian
University students went on Erasmus
Programme exchange scholarships to
our partner universities in the European
Union; and over 600 international students
visited the Jagiellonian University in the
same period.
The top five countries represented by
international students reading for diploma
(degree) programmes at the Jagiellonian
University were as follows: Norway – 368,
Ukraine – 191, Belarus – 131, the United
States – 104, and Canada – 86.
The top five countries represented
by students coming to the Jagiellonian
University on international exchange
programmes were as follows: Spain – 166,
Germany – 139, Turkey– 87, France – 80,
and Italy– 56.
The Jagiellonian University is open
and sympathetic to the needs of the disabled and offers a wide range of amenities
and professional staff to assist disabled
students and help them pursue higher
education. The Jagiellonian University’s
Disability Support Service is the largest
unit of its kind in Poland. In the nearly
15 years of its operations the number of
students with a variety of disabilities at
the Jagiellonian University has increased
over ten times.
The work of the Support Service focuses on reducing the negative effect of
disability on the educational process to
a minimum and helping disabled students
to achieve the best possible results. In partnership with other units in the University
and European universities and companies,
the Support Service is continually enhancing the range of services offered in its
programmes and projects. All of its staff
speak fluent English. More information (in
English as well) on the services provided
by the Disability Support Service is available on www.bon.uj.edu.pl.
An opinion poll conducted in 2013
among students who participated in the Erasmus International Exchange Programme,
and published in Barometr satysfakcji studenckiej (Student Satisfaction Barometer)
shows that 84% of the exchange students
said that the Jagiellonian University was
their first choice for an exchange scholarship. The overwhelming majority of them,
97%, said that they would recommend
studying at the Jagiellonian University to
other people.

Andrzej Mania

Vice-Rector
of the Jagiellonian University
for Educational Affairs
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THE JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL COLLEGE
Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University
for the Medical College, Professor Piotr Laidler
with the diploma of the Best Medical
University in Poland 2013

History
The Faculty of Medicine was one of the
three original faculties in the University founded by King Casimir in 1364. Kraków’s
Faculty of Medicine was the cornerstone
of Polish medicine, the basis which secured the continuing development of the
medical sciences and medical practice in
Poland. The origins of Poland’s pharmaceutical sciences also go back to Kraków.
In 1783 the Chair of Pharmacy
and Medical Matter was founded
in the University (then known
as the Principal School of the
Realm). In 1997 the Faculty of
Health Care was founded in the
University in continuation of the
Faculty of Nursing which had
been founded in 1975 within the
Nicolaus Copernicus Medical
Academy prior to re-amalgamation with the Jagiellonian
University in 1993.

range of research, including international
and multidisciplinary projects. The JU MC
teaching activities offer undergraduate and
doctoral programmes of study as well as
postgraduate courses in all the branches of
medicine for medical practitioners from all
over Poland.
JU MC employs a teaching staff of
nearly 1,200 academic tutors, including
140 professors. We conduct undergraduate,
graduate, and doctoral programmes of study in all three faculties, providing students
with a professional training in the medical,
pharmaceutical, and health sciences, for
their future work in health care. Currently
there are about 6,500 students, including
over 600 from all over the world studying
Medicine or Dentistry in our School of Medicine in English. The Faculty of Medicine
provides a university education for physicians, dentists, and dieticians; the Faculty
of Pharmacy trains pharmacists, specialists
in medical analytics, and cosmetologists;

The present day and contemporary structure
Today’s Jagiellonian University Medical College (JU MC)
is the successor to a tradition
going back over 600 years in
the education of highly qualified medical personnel for the
country’s entire health service.
It consists of three Faculties:
Medicine, Pharmacy, and Health
Sciences. We conduct a wide
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The Cardiac Surgery Intensive Care Unit
at the University Children’s Hospital

and the Faculty of Health Sciences offers a
university education for nurses, midwives,
physiotherapists, medical rescue professionals, electroradiologists, and specialists in
public health.
Successes
The status of the Jagiellonian University Medical College is reflected in
its position in the ranking of Poland’s
institutions of higher education, conducted
by the Rzeczpospolita newspaper and Perspektywy magazine. For many years now
JU MC has invariably come first among
the medical schools on this prestigious list.
Our leading position is also confirmed by
Poland’s National Science Centre, in terms
of the number of grants and the amount of
assets awarded to us for projects conducted
by medical schools.
Last year our Faculty of Medicine was
acknowledged the flagship of Poland’s
medical schools and accorded the title of
KNOW (Krajowy Naukowy Ośrodek Wiodący: Leading National Scientific Centre).
The Polish Accreditation Committee assessed our Public Health field of study at the
Faculty of Health Sciences as the best in
its class, with the highest index of scientific effectiveness, and recommended it for
special funding from the government’s
new fund for quality. Perspektywy and
Rzeczpospolita ranked the programme
of study in Pharmacy offered by our Faculty of Pharmacy top of the league in its
category.
JU MC’s high status in medical academia is also corroborated by the successes
of its students and faculty. A professor
from our Faculty of Medicine is a prizewinner in the competition for outstanding
scientific research which is known as the
“Polish Nobel” and held by the Polish
Science Foundation. One of our graduates,
now a doctoral student in the Faculty of
Medicine, came first in the Best Student in
the Republic of Poland competition, which
is generally referred to as the “Students’
Nobel Prize.” A group of four students

Visualisation of the new seat
of the University Hospital

from the Faculty of Medicine were prizewinners in the first year of the Diamond
Grant competition, and a further three were
prizewinners of this year’s competition.
The jury of the Interstudent Competition
has awarded the title of Best International
Student Studying in Poland to one of our
students from the School of Medicine in
English. The value of research conducted
by members of JU MC has been confirmed
by the patents accredited to our projects in
recent years.
Scientific research
and university education
Being part of Poland’s oldest and best
school of higher education obliges us to
uphold the highest standards in research,
teaching, and clinical activity. JU MC
conducts a broad spectrum of scientific
research and international activities. We
are working with leading universities in
Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, the USA, Norway, Sweden, Russia, Austria, Italy, France, Brazil,
Slovakia, and Ukraine. Our research projects are financed primarily by the Polish
Ministry of Science and Higher Education,
the Foundation for Polish Science (FNP),
the Polish Ministry of Health, the National

The operating theatre: everyday life
at the Zakopane Orthopaedic
and Rehabilitation Hospital

Science Centre, the National Centre for
Research and Development, and the European Union Framework Projects.
The principal branches of research
conducted in the Faculty of Medicine are
genetics, molecular biology, biochemistry,
immunology, microbiology, pharmacology, experimental physiology, experimental
pathophysiology, gastroenterology, and
molecular pathology. The main clinical
disciplines are diseases of the circulatory
and respiratory system, haematology,
general surgery, nephrology, diabetology,
endocrinology, neurology, oncology, cardiac surgery, gastroenterology, paediatrics,
transplantology, conservative dentistry,
and dental surgery. JU MC staff members
publish papers in renowned scientific and
medical journals, such as Nature, The New
England Journal of Medicine, The Lancet,
and PNAS. We are top of the table among
the medical schools in Poland for number
of citations and publications in periodicals
on the Philadelphia List. Every year members of JU MC are awarded prestigious
Polish and international prizes. Many of
our staff are members of the Polish Academy of Sciences and the Polish Academy
of Arts and Sciences.
Every year dozens of JU MC students
spend a period of study abroad on a scho-

larship through the Erasmus exchange
programme or on the basis of our bilateral
agreements with other universities. Students of the Faculty of Medicine have the
opportunity to attend three-month clinical
internships at the University of Rochester
(New York), or two-month clinical courses at a medical school in California (the
University of California Los Angeles, the
University of California San Diego, the
University of California Irvine, or the
Loma Linda University Medical Center),
or the Cleveland Clinic. They also have
the chance to attend vacation clerkships
organised by the International Federation
of Medical Students’ Associations in university hospitals throughout Europe and
worldwide.
One of the scientific projects we are
conducting in the Faculty of Medicine is
the Pro Bono Collegii Medici Universitatis Jagiellonicae Programme, which has
been instrumental in the foundation of
our Dietetics programme of study, and has
also provided a framework for new staff
training courses in Poland and in leading
centres abroad (Munich, Edinburgh, and
Rochester). In OMICRON, another of
our projects, the target is to create a centre
for advanced high-efficiency molecular
technologies in the Faculty of Medicine
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of the Jagiellonian University Medical
College. The project has been awarded
a European Commission subsidy in the
prestigious Research Potential Competition within the EU’s Seventh Framework
Programme. JU MC units are also involved
in a growing number of innovative medical
and cutting-edge clinical research projects,
which are expected to enhance the effectiveness and safety of medical care.
The Faculty of Pharmacy is conducting
research to find new pharmacologically active substances, by obtaining fractions and
pure components from naturally occurring
raw materials as well as by producing structurally varied synthetic compounds. We
specialise in research to identify biologically active natural and synthetic compounds,
applying the latest molecular modelling
methods for new molecules for specific therapeutic purposes; solid phase methods of
synthesis; microwave-supported methods;
and biotechnologically processed in vitro
cultures as valuable sources of active substances derived from plants and the higher
fungi. The Faculty conducts research projects jointly with Polish and international
partners on the composition and biological
activity of compounds extracted from edible
plants which are not very widely known,
have been forgotten, or are only starting to
be cultivated; complex medications; and
recently synthesised substances with potential therapeutic properties for the treatment
of cardiovascular diseases, diseases of the
central nervous system, and neoplasms.
We determine the toxicity, mutagenicity,
and pharmacodynamic–pharmacokinetic
profile of these substances. The structures
of the new substances we have obtained are
protected by patents issued in Poland, the
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European Union, the United States, Brazil,
Russia, India, China, Japan, and Korea, and
they are being commercialised. We are working with the ADAMED pharmaceutical
company and have set up a scientific and
industrial consortium to put a new antipsychotic drug on the pharmaceutical market.
Another important branch of JU MC’s
scientific activity is the technological
aspect of producing drugs and medications, and innovative solutions in their
design. Since 2013 our Department of
Social Pharmacy has been a member of
Pharmaceutical Care Network Europe
(PCNE) – its only Polish member so far.
PCNE’s members are involved in research
on pharmaceutical care and its practical
implementation in the work of pharmacies and chemist’s shops. Since 2000 the
Faculty of Pharmacy has been making an
active contribution to the work of the European Association of Faculties of Pharmacy
(EAFP); and in 2012 one of our professors
was elected to serve for a second term
on EAFP’s board. For many years our
Faculty of Pharmacy has been working in
partnership with colleagues from faculties
of pharmacy at French universities (Montpellier I and Clermont-Ferrand) on a broad
scope of international research projects,
student and staff exchange programmes
(Socrates/Erasmus, and Leonardo da
Vinci), and hospital internship exchange.
The Faculty of Health Sciences conducts scientific research in clinical and
environmental nursing, nursing practice,
job opportunities for nurses, epidemiological nursing, clinical and environmental
obstetric nursing, primary and secondary
prevention of lifestyle diseases, hospital
contamination, health psychology, health

promotion, health organisation and economics, pharmaceutical and medical material management, and computerisation.
Faculty staff are also engaged on research
projects relating to the dissemination of
information on healthcare, primary and
secondary prevention and rehabilitation,
medical biology, immunology, cell biology, reproductive endocrinology, physiology and pathophysiology of the digestive
system, ergonomics and exercise, and
rescue procedures for sudden life-threatening conditions, accidents, and disasters.
The Faculty of Health Sciences is
conducting a broad range of scientific
and teaching co-operation with partner
universities and institutions from France,
the United Kingdom, Spain, and Denmark,
participating in the European Masters programme EUROPUBHEALTH, which offers students an opportunity to study in an
international, multicultural environment.
We are also working in co-operation with
the Bertelsmann Stiftung within the HPM
framework, and participating in the EU
professional programmes. JU MC’s Faculty of Health Sciences is contributing to
an international RN4CAST project, which
is being participated in by 11 European
countries (the United Kingdom, Belgium,
Finland, Greece, the Netherlands, Spain,
Ireland, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland,
and Poland), the United States, and an
International Group of Partners (China,
Botswana, and South Africa).
International education
In addition to teaching Medicine, Pharmacy, and Health Sciences to over 1,100
Polish students enrolled each year, JU MC

also provides education in English. The
School of Medicine in English is an excellent example of our teaching activities
conducted on an international basis. The
School was created in October 1994 within
our Faculty of Medicine. In the 2012/2013
academic year we were educating over 620
international students from 20 countries
on all the continents, the majority from
Norway, the USA, and Canada.
The School offers two programmes of
study for Medicine conducted in English.
The first is a 4-year course following on
from a pre-medical programme which the
student is expected to have completed,
and is addressed to graduates of post-high
schools / pre-medical colleges from the
United States and Canada. The second is a
six-year programme, open to students from
all over the world who have completed
their secondary education. Graduates of
both programmes are awarded a Jagiellonian University diploma for the Lekarz
Medycyny qualification (a recognised
equivalent of the MD). The School also
runs a five-year programme in English for
Dentistry, which was launched in 2010.
The School’s staff of academic tutors is made up of JU MC’s best scholars
and lecturers alongside academics from
abroad, the United States, Canada, the
United Kingdom, and Germany. The educational standards of our English-language
programmes are based on the requirements
applicable in the EU and the USA (the US
Department of Education Loan Program,
and the Medical Board of California),
alongside the Polish requirements.
We have entered a series of international agreements whereby students in
their final year of study at the School of

Medicine in English may elect to complete a rotation year for clinical subjects
at a host of medical schools such as the
University of California San Diego, the
University of California lrvine, the University of California Los Angeles, the
Loma Linda University Medical Center,
the University of Rochester School of
Medicine and Dentistry, or the Cleveland Clinic. Our School of Medicine in
English is working in partnership with
key educational institutions in the USA,
the National Board of Medical Examiners
(NBME), the Association of American
Medical Colleges (AAMC); and with the
European Board of Medical Assessors
(EBMA) in Europe. In view of JU MC’s
many years of successful co-operation
in international education, the Medical
College has been invited to join nearly
30 world-class medical universities to
participate in the Global Health Learning
Opportunities (GHLO) project developed
in co-operation with the Association of
American Medical Colleges (AAMC).
Teaching and clinical facilities
JU MC has a long tradition of educating highly specialised medical personnel
for the whole of the healthcare system.
Our students receive comprehensive training for their future professional duties
in preventive therapy and healthcare.
However, to provide a medical education
and practical training you need to have
a broad selection of clinical facilities
available. JU MC has four hospital facilities which it can use for this purpose:
the University Hospital, the University
Children’s Hospital, the University Den-

tal Clinic, and the Zakopane Orthopaedic
and Rehabilitation Hospital.
As the majority of the University Hospital’s existing facilities are located in
19th- and early 20th-century buildings, the
Jagiellonian University Medical College
is currently conducting a large development project to build new facilities for
the University Hospital. New premises are
going up next to the Children’s University
Hospital in the Prokocim district of Kraków. Together with the existing Children’s
University Hospital (built in 1965 as the
Polish-American Institute of Pediatrics),
which is now being redeveloped and
refurbished, the students’ halls, the medical library, and the Faculty of Pharmacy
relocated to the Prokocim site in the late
1990s, the new facilities of the University
Hospital will operate as a fully state-of-the-art medical campus. It will provide the
broad range of clinical resources needed
to successfully conduct medical research,
education, and specialist treatment within
easy access for the people of Kraków, the
Voivodeship of Lesser Poland, and neighbouring regions. Students will get a state-of-the-art teaching facility in line with
the requirements of 21st-century medical
practice, and staff will enjoy the use of a
clinical and research centre allowing them
to develop and implement the most effective diagnostic and therapeutic methods.
We are looking forward to welcoming
you in Kraków at the Jagiellonian University Medical College. Come and join us.

Piotr Laidler

Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University
for the Medical College

Orientation Day for the first-year students
of the School of Medicine in English
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THE UNIVERSITY’S STRUCTURE
T

he basic units in the Jagiellonian University are its faculties. Since 2005
Poland’s oldest University has been organised in 15 faculties, including three in its
Medical College. The teaching activities
of the medical faculties are financed by the
Ministry of Health, while the remaining
faculties receive funds from the Ministry
of Science and Higher Education. The
University’s day-to-day teaching and
research is conducted by its chairs and
departments, of which there are over 300.
Most chairs and departments belong to
the institute that conducts a given field
of study. The faculties are made up of
several institutes. The organisation of the
Jagiellonian University has a diversified
structure. Not all the faculties are composed of institutes; some consist of chairs

and departments directly, which are then
responsible for teaching and research.
This is true of the Faculty of Law and
Administration, the Faculty of Chemistry,
and the Faculty of Polish Studies.
The key factor in the reputation of the
Jagiellonian University is its academic
staff, who conduct its teaching and research activities. At the Jagiellonian
University teaching (now within the framework of the Bologna system with its
first-, second-, and third-cycle programmes
of study) has always been integrated with
research. Its faculty members are engaged
on hundreds of national and international
research projects. One of the features
which has fostered research is the University’s investment programme for new
technologies, such as the Jagiellonian

Centre of Innovation, and the Małopolska
Centre of Biotechnology, which is due
to open in the near future. Currently the
Jagiellonian University (including its
Medical College) employs 7,400 persons,
nearly 4 thousand of whom are academic
tutors. For many years the numbers of its
full professors have been growing steadily
(477 in 2005, and 532 in 2013). But there
is also a rising number of employees who
are not academic tutors (3,067 in 2005, to
3,472 in 2013). This is an outcome of the
University’s expanding teaching and research resources, and also of the employment
of new staff for its research projects.

Jacek Popiel

Vice-Rector of the Jagiellonian University for
Finance and Human Resources

RECTOR
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Chancellor

Faculty of Law and Administration
Faculty of Philosophy
Faculty of History
Faculty of Philology
Faculty of Polish Studies
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Faculty of Medicine
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Faculty of Biochemistry, Biophysics and Biotechnology

Bursar

Faculties

THE CENTRAL
ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE
T

ple working under the leadership of the
University’s administrative chancellor and
bursar; and we co-operate with each other
to carry out our tasks as considerately and
as efficiently as possible.
Often it is the central administrative
staff who are the first contact people have
with the University. We handle services
for the University’s visitors from Poland
and abroad: tourists, domestic and international students, visiting professors. We
make their arrangements for lecture halls,
and also for the University’s museums
and the historic rooms in the Collegium
Maius and Collegium Novum buildings
to be available for them.
The administrative staff are proud of
their University and its facilities, many of
which are fine historic edifices located in
the heart of Kraków. That is why we take
special care to keep the University’s buildings, courts, and gardens pristine and true
to their historical appearance.
Photo Anna Wojnar

he word “administration” comes from
the Latin verb administrare, which
means “to help, to serve, to manage, to be
of assistance.” And that’s precisely what
the motto of the University’s administrative staff should be – to put the University’s
statutory tasks – its research and teaching
– into effect efficiently professionally, and
as fast as possible.
The University’s central administration office conducts matters concerning
its staff and their salaries, its students, its
finances, purchases, its restoration and
investment projects, and public orders.
In addition we manage the University’s
public finances and its numerous properties and vast real estate, entailing land and
buildings and including its historic edifices
and its vineyard. We have separate departments for the various duties, and their work
is subject to a rapidly changing legislative
and civilisational environment. We use an
integrated SAP software system to help us
with the management of the University’s
affairs.
The Jagiellonian University is a household name in Poland, and a well-known
institution abroad. Its reputation has been
built up over 650 years by generations of
students, alumni, and tutors, along with its
administrators.
Currently about 50 thousand students
are being educated in the Jagiellonian University’s 15 faculties (including 3 medical
faculties), attending programmes in the
three cycles of study. The University has
a staff of over 7 thousand, 3,900 of whom
are academic tutors. Its annual budget is
about 1 billion PLN, and it manages about
300 properties.
The Jagiellonian University’s central
administration office is like sophisticated
clockwork, each component of which must
work efficiently because it is an integral
part of the entire system. We have principles, regulations, and standards to keep the
elaborate clockwork working efficiently.
But we are not robots in a mechanism,
not cogs in a machine, but a team of peo-

Ewa Pędracka-Kwaskowska

Jagiellonian University
Administrative Chancellor
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Entrance to the Professors’ Garden

MOST CELEBRATED CITY
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any people say that anyone who has
not been to Kraków has not been to
Poland; that anyone who has not tasted its
climate, experienced its specific character,
and encountered its genius loci will find it
difficult to understand the troubled history
of Poland. The capital in bygone times
of a mighty Republic that in its heyday
spanned over a million square kilometres,
since the Middle Ages Kraków has been
regarded as one of Europe’s finest cities.
Hartmann Schedel’s World Chronicle of
1493 writes that Kraków has a plenitude of
fine houses and huge churches. The caption
to Merian’s 1619 Amsterdam copperplate
engraving of a panorama of Kraków says
Cracovia totius Poloniae urbs celeberrima
– Kraków, Most Celebrated City in All Poland. And that’s how it has stayed, despite
having lost much of its old splendour owing to wars and looting. The modern poet
Jan Sztaudynger is quite right to observe
that looking at Poland through Kraków
embellishes the country.
Kraków is the most Polish of Polish cities, of which Pope John Paul II,
erstwhile Metropolitan Archbishop of
Kraków, once said that it is the sum and
synthesis of all that is Polish. Yet architecturally and culturally it is the most
European of Polish cities. This is due
not only to its many centuries of wideranging cultural and economic relations
with the world at large, but also because
Kraków has been making its own, vigorous contribution to the European cultural
legacy. It is indeed one of the capitals of
European heritage.
Kraków has been called a “small
Rome,” “another Rome,” “the Polish
Athens,” and “the Florence of the North.”
The scores of churches (now around 130),
the many monasteries, church institutions
and places of pilgrimage have endowed
Kraków with a rich religious heritage,
making it a destination of pilgrims coming to the graves of its saints. In the 19th
century, when Poland was not an independent country, Kraków was the venue
for national resurgence, the place where
the Polish Legions that fought to recover
Poland’s independence were formed.
Recently Kraków’s status as a religious
centre has risen spectacularly to global
rank. The headquarters of the cult of the
Divine Mercy are located here; it is also
a place for the rapidly expanding veneration of John Paul II, who has been raised
to the glory of the altars.

Kraków is one of the earliest, widely
acknowledged university towns. Its University, founded in 1364, is the oldest
university in Central Europe after Prague.
Kraków University had built up a European reputation already by the 15th and
16th centuries, renowned for the quality
of its teaching in the liberal arts, law, and
theology. Copernicus’ alma mater was
the school of Poland’s intellectual vanguard, but it also attracted students from
many European countries. In its heyday
foreigners accounted for nearly half of
its students. Most of Kraków’s public
institutions of higher education have their
roots in the Jagiellonian University. Today
the city’s academic milieu, the largest in
Poland after Warsaw, numbers nearly two
hundred thousand students and a plethora
of scholars with a European reputation for
academic excellence.
Kraków’s epithet as the Florence of
the North is a reference to the Italian, especially Florentine artists who contributed
vastly to the Renaissance development of
Kraków and its Royal Castle. Supported by
generous royal, church, and secular patronage, Francesco Fiorentino, Bartolommeo
Berrecci, Santi Gucci, and many other
distinguished artists created renowned
works here. They turned Wawel Castle
into a magnificent royal residence in the
Renaissance and Mannerist style; they
created the Sigismundian Chapel, reputed
to be the finest specimen of Renaissance
architecture north of the Alps, along with
a long retinue of churches, chapels, monuments, and lordly Renaissance residences
in Kraków and Lesser Poland.
A few months before the 1978 conclave
which elected Cardinal Karol Wojtyła of
Kraków to the papacy the city’s historic
centre and the nearby Wieliczka Salt Mine
were entered on UNESCO’s newly created
World Heritage List, which numbered just
twelve of the world’s most treasured heritage sites. Kraków and Quito, the capital of
Ecuador, were the only two architectural
complexes on that list. In the grounds for
its decision the UNESCO committee wrote
that Kraków’s historic architectural centre,
which developed in the course of nearly
a millennium, was one of Europe’s most
remarkable artistic and cultural complexes,
a city offering posterity a unique cultural
legacy of outstanding works of art and
architecture.
Kraków is indeed a monumental volume of history inscribed in stone. It has

preserved and presents sublime works of
art in all the significant styles from Romanesque to Postmodern. You’ll find many of
its sites exemplified in manuals of style.
Since the Middle Ages Kraków’s
cultural fabric has been woven by people
of various religious, ethnic, and national
backgrounds, including Jews, Germans,
Italians, and Armenians. In bygone times
until the Holocaust Kraków’s large and
influential Jewish community enjoyed the
tolerance shared by all the local communities, the right to a status of its own, and
special charters and privileges endowed
by the kings of Poland. In the 15th century
an oppidum Iudaeorum (a Jewish town
with numerous synagogues and its own
graveyard) developed in Kazimierz, then
an adjacent municipality, now a quarter
of Kraków.
Today Kraków, rightly dubbed Poland’s cultural capital, continues to cultivate its heritage. Every year considerable
funds from central and local government
are spent on the conservation of Kraków’s
historic sites. The city is a thriving centre
of scholarship and culture. The list of
its celebrities in the arts and sciences is
long. Suffice it to mention Krzysztof Penderecki, Andrzej Wajda, or the recently
deceased Sławomir Mrożek, Stanisław
Lem, and Nobel prizewinners Czesław
Miłosz and Wisława Szymborska.
The prospects of development ahead
of Kraków and its population of threequarters of a million lie in tourism,
culture, and services, rather than in industry. In recent times record numbers of
8 million visitors, and more and more of
them from abroad, have been coming to
us every year. Kraków is a friendly and
hospitable place, famous for its broad
range of cultural events as well as for its
excellent cuisine.
The arms of Kraków show a half-open
municipal gate and a crowned white eagle, which is interpreted as meaning that
it is both hospitable to visitors and safe.
That’s how we want to be seen. Many of
our visitors say that they want to come to
Kraków again as soon as possible.
Kraków’s authorities and people want
everybody to enjoy their visit and be glad
they came to our city.
				

Stanisław Dziedzic

Director of the Department
for Culture and National Heritage,
Municipal Office of the City of Kraków
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Kraków’s Market Square, with Wawel Hill in the background
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KRAKÓW: AN INTERNATIONAL CENTRE
FOR RELIGIOUS TOURISM
O

ne of the special features of Kraków is
its status as a major religious centre,
consisting on the one hand of its dense
network of shrines and holy places, and on
the other hand in the fact that it is the city
of John Paul II. The Pope’s beatification
in 2011 has encouraged more and more
people from Poland and abroad to visit
Kraków following the John Paul II Trail
across Europe. Thanks to its singular religious space Kraków is an exciting place for
visitors who want to see historic sites but
are also in search of the sacred. No other
city in Europe bar Rome – and probably
none other in the world – can offer such an
atmosphere and such opportunities.

In 2016 Kraków will be hosting the 29th World
Youth Day, a cyclical event initiated by Pope
John Paul II.

Currently research on religious tourism is being conducted by the Geography of
Religion Group in the Institute of Geography and Spatial Management, continuing the work of the Department of the Geography of Religion, which was founded on 1st June 1994 by Professor Antoni Jackowski, its first Head and pioneer of
the geography of religion in Poland. The Department was one of only a handful
of similar research units in the world. It was transformed into a research group in
2010. For 18 years we have been publishing Peregrinus Cracoviensis, the only
interdisciplinary scholarly journal of its kind in Europe. So far we have published
23 issues.
In 2011 Professor Antoni Jackowski was awarded the Prize of the City of Kraków
(Nagroda Miasta Krakowa) for Scholarship and Technology, for his distinguished
work on the geography of tourism and religion. In late October this year he is
alma mater nr 159
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due to receive the honorary doctorate from the University of Prešov in Slovakia.

Wawel Cathedral
Photo Paweł Kozioł

Photo Paweł Kozioł

The Palace of the Bishops of Kraków

Photo Jerzy Sawicz

new Basilica of the Divine Mercy, declared
Łagiewniki the headquarters of the global
worship of the Divine Mercy, and entrusted
the whole world to the Divine Mercy.
Łagiewniki is visited by 2 million pilgrims
every year, which puts it in second place in
Poland after Częstochowa as a pilgrimage
centre, and in the top 30 Christian places
of worship worldwide. Pilgrims from
nearly 100 countries all over the world,
sometimes a very long way from Poland,
come to Łagiewniki.
The worship of the Divine Mercy is
widespread throughout the world. Millions of holy pictures of Jesus the Divine
Mercy are printed and distributed; Sister
Faustina’s Diary has been translated and
published in many languages. An important factor contributing to the growth of
the Łagiewniki centre is the John Paul
II Centre which is being created in the
neighbourhood, on the initiative of Cardinal Stanisław Dziwisz. There are plans
for a cluster of pilgrims’ houses, a multipurpose John Paul II Museum, and a congress centre.
For centuries Kraków was a major
religious centre for Judaism. In the 17th
century the municipality of Kazimierz
was referred to as “the holy community
and district between the Vistula and the
Wilga Rivers.” Currently Kazimierz is
one of the best-known Jewish centres in
Europe. There are 9 extant synagogues,
two of which (Remuh and Tempel) are
used for religious worship. Jews come to
Kazimierz from all over the world to pay
their respects at the graveside of Moses
Isserles (ca. 1522–1572), who is regarded
as a miracle-worker. His tomb is in the
Remuh Graveyard, one of the oldest Jewish burial grounds in Europe.
There are many significant places of
pilgrimage in the immediate environs of
Kraków and in the whole Voivodeship
of Lesser Poland. The most popular are
Kalwaria Zebrzydowska, Wadowice
(birthplace of John Paul II), and Ludźmierz
and Zakopane–Krzeptówki in the Podhale
mountain region. A series of picturesque
wooden churches makes up a historic embellishment of the local countryside. There
are scores of surviving wooden Roman
Catholic churches in Lesser Poland, and
over 30 formerly used by Byzantine-rite
Uniate congregations. Many have been
entered on the UNESCO World Heritage
List. There are 11 surviving ohalim of
famous rebbes in the Voivodeship. These
graves, in places like Nowy Sącz, Bobowa, Grybów, and Gorlice, are visited by
Hasidic pilgrims from all over the world.
Historic synagogues survive in 16 places
in the Voivodeship.

The Shrine of the Divine Mercy at Łagiewniki in Kraków
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Kraków’s traditions as a destination
for pilgrims go back to the 12th century.
The 15th century marked the peak of the
pilgrimages to Kraków, which had 17 holy
places on record at the time. Its numerous
churches and holy places earned it the epithet of Cracovia altera Roma – “Kraków,
another Rome.” The expression is still
in use today. No other city in the world
except for Rome is so “full of sanctity.”
There are nearly 160 places and objects in
Kraków associated with religious worship
and enjoying a diversified religious impact.
Seven canonised saints, and another seven
whom the Church has beatified have found
their last resting place here.
Wawel Cathedral and Skałka Church
have always been the two main venues
for pilgrimages. The veneration of St.
Stanislaus, Bishop and Martyr, one of the
principal patrons of Poland, had developed
into a nationwide phenomenon already by
the 13th century. The traditional pilgrimage
made on foot by the kings of Poland from
Wawel Hill to Skałka Church on the eve of
their coronation probably goes back to the
14th century. And the procession with the
Saint’s relics from the Cathedral to Skałka
Church, marking the culmination of his
feast-day, most probably has its roots in
the medieval tradition. In the past the tomb
of St. Stanislaus served as the Ara Patriae
of Poland. Today another focus has grown
up for Cracovian pilgrimages – the Shrine
of the Divine Mercy at Łagiewniki and the
veneration of St. Faustina Kowalska.
Kraków’s holy places played an important part in the life of Karol Wojtyła ever
since his youngest years. Later, when he
was the city’s Archbishop, he did all he
could to keep up its traditions as a pilgrimage centre. The main pilgrimages
were those connected with the ceremonies
held every year for the feast-day of St.
Stanislaus (8th May), involving Wawel
Cathedral and Skałka Church; and the
Feast of the Elevation of the Holy Cross
(14th September) at Mogiła Abbey. Later
on Łagiewniki became another important
location. With the pontificate of John Paul
II Kraków’s epithet as the other Rome
acquired a new dimension of meaning.
The principal places of pilgrimage currently are the Shrine of the Divine Mercy
at Łagiewniki, Wawel Cathedral (for St.
Stanislaus and St. Jadwiga), and the Shrine
of the Holy Cross at Mogiła Abbey. There
is also a growing number of pilgrims coming to the Ecce Homo Church and Shrine.
In 1993 Pope John Paul II beatified Sister Faustina, and in 2000 he canonised her.
He visited the Łagiewniki Shrine twice, on
7th June 1997, and on 17th August 2002.
On the latter occasion he consecrated the

The Remuh Synagogue in the Kazimierz district of Kraków

A place which has acquired the status
of a quasi-pilgrimage centre is the site of
the former German Auschwitz concentration camp. It is visited by people of many
religions from all over the world. For
years it has been a venue for international
ecumenical meetings.
In recent years the number of visitors
coming to Kraków for religious tourism
has been growing steadily. The city is now
the focal point of a region with a welldeveloped pilgrimage network. Some of
its places of worship can boast of their fine
architecture and are deeply rooted in the
history of Poland and Kraków itself. After
the forthcoming canonisation of the Pope
from Poland we may expect to see a further
rise in the number of pilgrims coming to
Kraków from all over the world.

Antoni Jackowski

Honorary Professor of the Jagiellonian University
President of the Polish Geographical Society
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THE ALMA MATER JAGELLONICA
AND HER FOUR JUBILEES
T

he Jagiellonian University, which is
one of Europe’s oldest universities,
will be celebrating its 650th anniversary in
2014. It is unusual in that it was founded
twice. The first founder of the University
of Kraków was Casimir the Great, King of
Poland, who reigned from 1333 to 1370 as
the last monarch of the Piast Dynasty on
the Polish throne. Adopting a strategy of
political realism, he managed to transform
the weak kingdom his father passed down
to him into a significant player on the international arena. He trebled the territory of
his realm, made its municipalities flourish
and reformed its treasury, administrative,
and legal system. Succeeding generations
showed their appreciation not only by
dubbing Casimir “the Great” but also by
making a national motto out of a phrase
coined by Jan Długosz, the chief medieval
chronicler of Poland, that this monarch had
“acceded to a wooden Poland and turned
it into solid brickwork.”
On 12th May 1364 King Casimir issued
the foundation charter of Kraków Univer-

sity, which consisted of three faculties:
Laws (five chairs of Roman Law and three
of Canon Law), Medicine (two chairs), and

who became King of Poland in 1386
when he married Queen Jadwiga, heiress
to the throne of Poland after the death
of her father, Louis of Hungary, nephew
and successor to Casimir the Great. The
sophistically educated Queen was fluent
in several languages and renowned for her
many talents and virtues, most of all her
wisdom. Some years before her death she
sent a request to the Pope for permission
to open a Faculty of Theology at Kraków.
In 1397 she was granted a licence, but her
death in 1399 held up her plan to restore
the University.2 However, in her will she
left half of her estate to the poor, and the
other half as a legacy for the restoration of
the Casimirian foundation. Assisted by his
counsellors, especially Piotr Wysz, Bishop
of Kraków, the King diligently executed
his late co-monarch’s will, purchasing two
houses on the corner of the Jagiellońska
and św. Anny in the centre of the city and
having them converted to meet the needs

Leopold Löffler, Portrait of Casimir the Great, 1864

Leopold Löffler, Portrait of Vladislaus Jagiełło,
1864
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Liberal Arts (one chair). The documents
have not survived, so we don’t know much
about how Casimir’s University worked,
how many students and staff it had. All
we know is that the King endowed his
foundation with the same rights as those
enjoyed by the University of Bologna.
Indirect evidence suggests that lectures
were held on the premises of Wawel Castle. According to Długosz soon after the
foundation the King initiated a building
project to accommodate the University in
the village of Bawół within the bounds of
the municipality of Kazimierz, which was
another of Casimir’s foundations, now
a district of Kraków. However, the project
was cut short by the King’s death in 1370,
and was never completed.1
We have far more information available on the University founded in Kraków
by Vladislaus Jagiełło of Lithuania, the
first monarch of the Jagiellonian Dynasty,

Antoni Piotrowski, Portrait of Queen Jadwiga,
1900

Jagiellonian University Archives

of the University. Today the property is the site of Collegium
cipal 16th-century Slavic poet; the political writer
Maius. He also invited professors and tutors from diverse
Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski (Andreas Fricius
European universities, and on 26th July 1400 signed the
Modrevius); the Polish Latin poet Szymon
foundation charter for a full, four-faculty University,
Szymonowic (Simon Simonides); then
which started its operations on the very same day.
the chroniclers and historians, Jan
205 students enrolled for the University’s first
Długosz (Joannes Dlugossius, Longiacademic year.3 Most of its first students came from
nus), Marcin Kromer (Martinus
various towns in Poland. But soon, when Kraków
Cromerus), and Maciej Miechowita
University had built up a reputation throughout
(Matthias of Miechów); alongside
Europe, students started arriving in Kraków not
Cardinal Stanislaus Hosius, who
only from Prussia and Lithuania, Bohemia and
earned a lasting reputation at
Brandenburg, but also from Bavaria and Austria,
the Council of Trent; the 17thSwitzerland and Slovakia, the Netherlands, and
century mathematician and
The foundation charter
even from Spain and Italy. About thirty-eight
disseminator
of the Copernican
King Casimir issued
thousand students are estimated to have passed
concept, Jan Brożek (Joannes
on 12th May 1364
for Kraków University
through the halls of Kraków University in the first
Broscius); and the future King
two centuries of its operations, many of them from
of Poland, John Sobieski. In the
“neighbouring” countries: in the 15th century 44% of its
18th century there was the enlightened phistudents came from abroad.
losopher and educational reformer Hugo Kołłątaj. And in our own
For hundreds of years the University of Kraków was the nurs- times Karol Wojtyła, later Pope John Paul II, who read Polish and
ery of Poland’s intellectual elite, the alma mater of its poets and Theology at the Jagiellonian University. And thousands of others
scholars, politicians and theologians, statesmen and dignitaries of who made a memorable contribution to the history of their country,
the Church. Among its alumni there have been many who made and indeed many other countries.
admirable contributions to the history of Poland and Europe – the
What brought students from the whole of Europe into
great astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus; Jan Kochanowski, the prin- Kraków were the excellent masters who taught at the University.
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Jan Matejko, Nicolaus Copernicus,
1873

In the 15th century they included Poles
such as Stanisław of Skarbimierz, Paweł
Włodkowic (Paulus Vladimiri), Marcin
Król of Żurawica, Wojciech (Adalbertus) of Brudzewo, Jan Dąbrówka, or
Antoni of Napachanie; but there was
also a first-rate company of tutors from
abroad. Italians – Philippo Buonaccorsi
Callimacho, Giovanni Silvio de Mathio
(Joannes Amatus Siculus), Francesco
Stancaro – were humanist celebrities in
Kraków. In the 16th century lawyers such
as Pedro Ruiz de Moros came to Kraków
from faraway Spain. The German humanist poet Konrad Celtis was a student and
tutor here, and founded the Sodalitas
Litteraria Vistulana, the first Central European literary society. The English poet
Leonard Coxe, one of Erasmus’ friends,
lectured in Kraków.
The list of distinguished scholars who
lectured at the Jagiellonian University in
later times is long. To do justice at least in
part I would have to enumerate hundreds
of names, so instead I shall refer those
interested to the 13-volume series of the
Jagiellonian University’s golden books,
Złote Księgi Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, published for the Sixth Centenary of
Renewal, and name just a handful who
made a lasting contribution to global
scholarship. At the turn of the 18th and
19th century there was the astronomer,
mathematician, philosopher, and geographer Jan Śniadecki. In the 19th century
the Jagiellonian University issued many
outstanding scientists and discoverers,
medical researchers such as Ludwik
Teichmann, known for the discovery of
crystalline haemine which opened up
a new path in forensic medicine; Rafał
Józef Czerwiakowski, “father of Polish
surgery,” Tadeusz Browicz, discoverer of
the bacillus of typhoid fever; and Napoleon Cybulski, who discovered adrenalin.
Many of the Jagiellonian University’s
faculty members were pioneers in their
fields: Józef Rostafiński of Polish flori-
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stics; Marian Raciborski
of Poland’s protection of
the environment movement; Józef Łepkowski
of Polish archaeology;
Józef Szujski of Poland’s
contemporary historiography. Kazimierz Morawski, the most eminent
specialist of his times
(turn of the 19th and 20th
century) on Roman rhetoric; Jerzy Kuryłowicz, the distinguished linguist; and the
renowned philosopher Roman Ingarden
devoted many decades of their academic
lives to the Jagiellonian University.
The Jagiellonian University is the
only Polish institution apart from the
Catholic Church which has persisted
for 650 years without intermission. For
123 years of that period the country was
deprived of its statehood by more powerful neighbours; terrible wars including
the two global conflicts were waged on
its territory. Undaunted, the Jagiellonian University persisted in its mission,
putting its motto, Plus Ratio Quam Vis
(Reason Over and Above Force), into the
practice of scholarship.
The University did not surrender in
1656, when it refused to pay homage to
the King of Sweden who invaded Poland.
Nor did it succumb in 1795 at the Third
Partition and fall of Poland-Lithuania;
at the Sejm of Grodno its professors
managed to save it from closure. During
the Kościuszko Insurrection (1794) the
University made a glorious contribution to the national struggle against the
Russian partitioning power, donating its
entire treasury and sending the majority
of its students off to fight. Its students
joined in the 19 th -century struggles
for liberation, the November Uprising
(1830-1831), and the January Uprising
(1863-1864), while its faculty helped by
organising field hospitals. The Jagiellonian University played an honourable role
during the Second World War as well. In
November 1939 the German invaders of
Poland called an academic meeting in the
University, at which they treacherously
arrested and deported 140 of its professors to Sachsenhausen concentration
camp. This caused only a temporary stoppage, for already in the spring of 1942 the
University commenced secret teaching,
engaging those of its staff luckily spared
the tragic experience of Sachsenhausen

and those who had survived it thanks to
worldwide protests. The Jagiellonian
University did not submit in the difficult
postwar times, either, when the Communist authorities adopted an attitude
of distrust to an institution known for its
admirable legacy and tried to reduce its
standing by forcibly closing down some
of its faculties and converting others
into independent institutions. The effects
were clearly visible: in 1947 there were
over 11 thousand students enrolled at the
Jagiellonian University, while in 1963
there were just over 5 thousand. But the
University survived these hard times, too.
Just as it survived the gruelling spell of
Martial Law in 1981.
THE JUBILEE THAT NEVER WAS (1864)
Like other historic universities in Europe, the Jagiellonian University wanted to
celebrate its jubilees. Its faculty members
wanted to honour the foundation of their
alma mater on the occasion of its fifth centenary in 1864. They started preparations
in 1860, as soon as the Austrian partitioning power restored the University’s right
to elect it rector and deans (Perkowska 43).
They set up an organising committee and
compiled a programme of events. One of
the points on their plan was the publication
of source documents on the University’s
history; another, suggested by Rector Józef
Majer, was to erect a monument (financed
from public donations) of its founders,
Casimir the Great and Vladislaus Jagiełło.
Unfortunately the Austrians decided that
a commemoration of the University’s jubilee could bolster the patriotic movement
in Kraków and the whole of Galicia,4 and
the project and attendant atmosphere was
toned down, especially after the outbreak
of the Uprising in January 1863. Instead of
having the statues made, the new Rector,
Józef Dietl, commissioned Leopold Loeffler, a Polish artist who lived in Vienna, to
paint two portraits of the Founders.5 At the
last moment the Austrian Ministry of Public Education issued a special ordinance
cancelling the celebrations. On 20th May
1864, the day the University had scheduled
for the jubilee, Mass was celebrated in St.
Anne’s University Collegiate Church for
the University. A couple of books dedicated to the University were published,
including Zakłady uniwersyteckie, an
invaluable reference source on the University’s faculties, chairs, and other units.

For Kraków’s academic community
Vienna’s refusal to issue consent for the
1864 jubilee was a terrible blow. The
disappointment was all the greater as the
following year, 1865, the University of
Vienna had a three-day celebration for
its own jubilee with all the pomp and
circumstance one can expect of European
flamboyance. But the wind of change
was blowing through the Old Continent,
including Austria-Hungary. The fact that
as of the late 1860s many of the institutions of Galicia were granted autonomy
meant change would come to the Jagiellonian University as well. The principal
change was the restoration of Polish as
the language of instruction and in the University’s administration (1870). 1881 saw
the start of a project to obtain permission
for the construction of a new building, to
accommodate the University’s authorities
and extensive teaching facilities. Collegium Novum was opened in 1887. The
University was now entering upon a spell
as auspicious for it as the good times of the
15th century. The 1900 Jubilee to honour
the fifth centenary of its renewal marked
the climax of this period of prosperity.
Preparations started already in 1887, on
the initiative of Professor Józef Rostafiński. The main events were held on 6th – 8th
June 1900, opening with a ceremony in
Wawel Cathedral followed on the same
day by an official reception on the premises of the National Museum in the Cloth
Hall. On the morning of the 7th a procession of the University’s Rector, staff and
students, and delegations representing 35
European universities passed from the
Collegium Novum Building to St. Mary’s
Church. After solemn Mass celebrated by
Bishop Jan Puzyna the procession set off
for St. Anne’s, where an official event was
held. Rector Tarnowski made the opening
speech in Polish and Latin, which was
followed by a speech in Latin by Wilhelm
von Hartel, the Minister for Education.
Next the University’s authorities received
congratulations, in official letters from 91
foreign universities, and around 400 telegrams and letters from a variety of schools
and colleges, institutions, associations, and
private individuals. The highlight of the
event was the conferral of the honorary
doctorate on 71 celebrities from the arts
and sciences. 28 of them, including the
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THE JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY’S
FIRST GREAT CELEBRATION (1900)

Pope John Paul II in the Aula of the Collegium Maius building during the ceremony for the conferral
of the Jagiellonian University’s honorary PhD on him, with Rector Józef Gierowski next to him. June 1983

novelist Henryk Sienkiewicz, attended
and received their diploma personally;
those recipients who could not be present received their diplomas by post. In
the afternoon there was a banquet in the
Sokół Building, followed in the evening
by a gala performance in the Municipal
Theatre of Jan Kochanowski’s Dismissal
of the Grecian Envoys. On the third day
of the festivities the statue of Nicolaus
Copernicus was unveiled in the court of
Collegium Maius.
The University’s Jubilee to mark the
fifth centenary of its renewal was the
first grand celebration of its foundation
(Perkowska 174), an important event not
only for the University, but also for the
City of Kraków. The local arts society,
Towarzystwo Przyjaciół Sztuk Pięknych,
organised a huge exhibition of over 350
items in the Cloth Hall, and Professor
Władysław Łuszczkiewicz and his team
arranged a display of artefacts dating back
to the Jagiellonian period (1386-1572).
During the main celebrations the Third
Congress of Polish Historians, attended by
around 200 scholars, convened in Kraków.
Regrettably there was an unfortunate
incident when Rector Tarnowski refused
to accept a jubilee gift brought to Kraków
by 1,200 Silesians;6 apparently he did
this to avoid a discomfiture in diplomatic
relations between Austria and Prussia,
under whose rule Silesia was at the time.
It was “made up for” to a certain extent
by a grand public procession held by

thousands of Cracovians and guests from
Galicia and the other two zones of partitioned Poland on 7th June, while the official
events were going on in St. Anne’s. The
civic procession passed from the Market
Square to Wawel Cathedral, where wreaths
were laid on the Founders’ tombs.
A JUBILEE IN HARD TIMES
UNDER THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC (1964)
In the tragic aftermath of the Second
World War, when Western politicians
handed Poland over to the Soviet sphere of
influence, for the Communist regime imposed upon Polish society the Jagiellonian
University was an unbearable and unmanageable problem. Although its strength was
diminished in a series of political moves
whereby several of its faculties and units
were removed from the parent institution
and set up as separate colleges, the new
authorities continued to search for means to
clip the wings of the distinguished scholars
making up its faculty, many of them knowing very well how different things had been
before the War. The Communist authorities
decided to exploit the forthcoming Jubilee
of 1964 for their own purposes. Of course
faculty members had not forgotten the Jubilee and had started preparations already
in 1955, and on the initiative of Professor
Henryk Barycz the University’s Senate
created a Jubilee Committee for the Sixth
Centenary of the Jagiellonian University,
which compiled a programme of events,
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Sixth Centenary Jubilee of Kraków University. The procession
of university heads from all over the world on their way
to the Juliusz Słowacki Theatre, 1st October 1964

benefited. The University opened its branch
in Katowice, which later served as the
nucleus of the University of Silesia. The
Jagiellonian University also became the
patron of a primary school in the village of
Luborzyca on the outskirts of Kraków. All
these developments were undeniable assets
which accrued thanks to the Jubilee.
A JUBILEE IN A FREE POLAND (2000)

a long list of works to be published on the
University’s history, and a building scheme
for new University facilities. The Committee decided to ask two of the University’s
daughter foundations, the Medical Academy and the Agricultural College, to join in
the celebration. But for a long time central
government could not decide how to deal
with the problem and put the University’s
proposals on ice. In May 1959 there was
a substantial change when the government
finally issued its approval for the celebration
to go ahead. On 22nd May 1959 the Council
of Ministers decided that the Jagiellonian
University’s Jubilee would be a celebration
of Polish scholarship and culture as a whole,
and it set up a “national” committee of its
own to handle the details of the plans. The
new committee managed to secure funds,
not only for the events, but also for the
building scheme which was to augment the
University’s extremely meagre premises. In
the spring of 1963 central government made
its final decision on the Jubilee, drawing up
a list of universities to be invited,7 continuing the building project, and establishing the
number of Jubilee publications to be issued
and of honorary doctorates to be conferred
on the occasion.8
The main events of the Sixth Centenary
Jubilee of the Jagiellonian University were
held on 9th – 13th May 1964. This is not
the place to give a full account of them,
but I shall recall some of the highlights.
On 10th May the grand jubilee procession
passed from Wawel Hill to the Market
Square for an official ceremony attended
by Prime Minister Józef Cyrankiewicz and
numerous Communist Party officials. On
the next day an academic session was held
in Kraków’s philharmonic hall, with about
800 people participating. The main jubilee
event was held on 12th May in the Wisła
36
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sports stadium, attended by the supreme
authorities of the Polish People’s Republic, First Secretary Władysław Gomułka,
Józef Cyrankiewicz, Zenon Kliszko, Adam
Rapacki, Marian Spychalski, and many
more. Mr. Gomułka delivered an official
(extremely long!) address and conferred the
Grand Cross of the Order of the Restoration
of Poland on the Jagiellonian University.
The organisers of the 1964 Jubilee
celebrations excluded the Roman Catholic
Church from the celebrations completely,
although it could not be denied that for
centuries – from 1400 until 1954 – there
had been a Faculty of Theology at the University. The then Metropolitan Archbishop
of Kraków, Monsignor Karol Wojtyła, voiced a protest during a Solemn Mass on 10th
May at St. Anne’s, in the Church’s own
celebration of the Jubilee.
Irrespectively of the propaganda overlay, the 1964 Jubilee brought the University
a number of advantages. The academics of
Kraków took the opportunity to establish
numerous contacts with scholars in Europe
and worldwide. After two decades of relegation into the backwoods for its alleged
reactionary conservatism, the Jagiellonian
University could again address the collective memory and awareness of the Polish nation. It was enhanced by a host of new buildings (for Mathematics, Physics, Zoology,
and Geology) on its Second Campus. The
Collegium Paderevianum was built thanks
to a legacy from Ignacy Jan Paderewski.
The Jagiellonian Library was extended,
and the Astronomical Observatory and
several important facilities were built in
the Botanical Garden. Two new students’
halls and staff residential buildings were
erected. Two of the Jagiellonian University’s daughter foundations, the Agricultural
College and the Medical Academy, also

The historic transformation in Poland
and the fall of Communism in the “People’s
Democracies” which started with the election of Karol Wojtyła to the papacy in 1978;
the dismantling of the Iron Curtain which
had divided Europe since the end of the
Second World War; the demolition of the
Berlin Wall and unification of Germany; the
restoration of the right to self-determination
to the nations of Central and Eastern Europe and their return to democracy – all of
these developments bore their effects on
the Jagiellonian University, which in the
mid-1990s started to prepare for the Sixth
Centenary Jubilee of Renewal (2000). In
1993 the University’s Senate appointed its
Jubilee Commission. On 9th May 1997, on
the University’s application, the Sejm of
the Republic of Poland adopted a resolution
assuming patronage over the Jubilee. The
Senate of the University decided that the
celebrations would last two years, from 12th
May 1999 to 12th May 2001, and the main
event would be held on 1st October 2000.
All the projects associated with the
Jubilee were recorded in a huge commemorative volume published in 2003 (Szczur
567). Significantly, the Jubilee was the
collective celebration of Poland’s entire
academic community. Representatives of all
of Poland’s schools of higher education took
part in it, alongside the heads of over 220
universities from all over the world. The
main event was honoured with the presence
of the supreme authorities of the Republic
of Poland: President Aleksander Kwaśniewski; Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek; Marshal
Maciej Płażyński, Speaker of Sejm; several
ministers, senators, and deputies to Sejm;
representatives of the bishops of Poland led
by the Primate, Cardinal Józef Glemp; the
Papal Nuncio, Archbishop Józef Kowalczyk; the ambassadors of several countries;
former Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki; and above all – the staff, students, and
alumni of the Jagiellonian University. Tens
of thousands of Cracovians and tourists
watched the jubilee procession which set off
on the morning of 1st October 2000 from the

Collegium Novum building to St. Mary’s,
where Mass was concelebrated; followed
by the main event, which was held in the
Filharmonia.
Without going into the details of the
events themselves, I shall mention some
of the Jubilee’s major achievements. Over
100 international conferences were held
in the Jubilee period, including the Polish
Institute of Arts and Sciences of America
(PIASA) Congress, the first to be held in
Poland! Its main session, Images of the
World: Science, Humanities, Art, was
attended by distinguished scholars from
all over the world. Scores of books were
published, including a magnificent album
issued in a Polish and an English version,
Skarby Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego /
Treasures of the Jagiellonian University:
and another book in two language versions,
Dzieje Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego / The
History of the Jagiellonian University by
Krzysztof Stopka, Andrzej Banach, and
Julian Dybiec. Zdzisław Pietrzyk’s Poczet
rektorów Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego
described the lives and times of the University’s rectors; and a series of 13 volumes entitled Złota Księga Uniwersytetu
Jagiellońskiego presented the biographies
of over 600 of the Jagiellonian University’s
most distinguished professors and alumni.
Twenty-six eminent scholars, artists, and
representatives of public life received the
honorary doctorate. They included Jan
Nowak Jeziorański, the renowned wartime
“courier from Warsaw;” the American politician Professor Zbigniew Brzeziński; the
writer Gustaw Herling-Grudziński; the poet
Tadeusz Różewicz; and the composer Henryk Górecki. The Jubilee’s material legacy
is the Third Campus. On 9th May 2001 Sejm
passed an act to finance the building of the
Campus, thanks to which thousands of our
students are being educated in its stateof-the-art laboratories and lecture halls.
Our Centre for Innovation, Technology
Transfer and University Development was
built adjoining the Campus; and Solaris, the
National Synchrotron Radiation Centre, is
being built in the vicinity. In a nutshell – one
of Europe’s oldest universities turned into
one of its most modern universities. The
Third Campus was not the only development project. The Jagiellonian Library had

Andrzej Wajda in the Market Square of Kraków,
presenting his Oscar to Rector Franciszek Ziejka
for the Jagiellonian University Museum, 2000

a new wing built, and many of the University’s historic facilities were restored.
Following the medieval tradition, the
University created four scholarship funds,
including the Queen Jadwiga Fund, thanks
to which hundreds of young scholars from
East-Central Europe have been able to come
to Kraków for research.
Professor Kazimierz Morawski, a renowned Classics scholar at the Jagiellonian
University, wrote that nations arise, grow,
and are restored thanks to learning (Morawski 10). The history of the Jagiellonian
University, conjoined inextricably with the
history of the Polish State, is a magnificent
testimonial to the truth of that observation.

Franciszek Ziejka

Rector of the Jagiellonian University, 1999–2005
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In 1900 the authorities of the Jagiellonian University put up
a memorial tablet on the presumable site.
2
The Queen’s many virtues and intellectual gifts, and the vast
merit of her works on behalf of the Polish State soon after
her death gave rise to her veneration as a saint, which spread
throughout Poland. In 1997 Pope John Paul II canonised
her, declaring her a saint of the Roman Catholic Church.
3
Alongside ordinary students, dozens of Polish dignitaries
entered their names in the University’s register, alongside
the King’s name. The fact that an honorary enrolment list
was drawn up shows how important the University was for
the King, which he had endowed with a similar catalogue
of rights and privileges as those enjoyed by universities in
Western Europe.
4
The moral revolution which in 1860 appeared and intensified in the Russian zone of partitioned Poland reached the
notice of people in Kraków (in the Austrian zone), and
made a deep impression on them (cf. Olszański).
5
Loeffler had the portraits ready in time for the events
planned for 1864. However, since the Austrians ruled that
they could not be displayed until a portrait of the Emperor
Franz Joseph which they had commissioned to a Czech
painter was ready, they had to wait until the Emperor’s
portrait arrived from Vienna to be put up. This happened
in 1866. The portraits were first put up in the aula of Collegium Iuridicum. In 1887 they were moved to the aula of
Collegium Novum. In 1918 the portrait of Franz Joseph
was removed. Jagiełło’s portrait was a gift to the University
from the local arts society, Towarzystwo Przyjaciół Sztuk
Pięknych w Krakowie; in 1868 the University covered Loeffler’s fee for the portrait of Casimir the Great from a grant
from the Austrian Ministry. The portrait of Franz Joseph
was a gift from the Austrians.
6
The gift was a column made of coal with an eagle, a portrait
of Vladislaus Jagiełło, and the arms of the Cities of Kraków
and Bytom sculpted on it. Cf. Perkowska 149; Szymczyk
554–560.
7
Central government in Warsaw decided the Jagiellonian
University would invite 132 universities, including 45 from
the people’s democracies (viz. Communist countries), 60
from Europe and the USA, 15 from Africa and Asia, and 12
from Latin America (Perkowska 218).
8
Central government in Warsaw decided the Senate of the Jagiellonian University would confer 23 honorary doctorates;
the Medical Academy would confer 7; and the Agricultural
College would confer 1.
1

Sixth Centenary Jubilee
of the Renewal of Kraków University.
Procession of university heads
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from Poland and guests from abroad,
st
1 October 2000

Photo Grzegorz Zygier

Photo Jerzy Plutter

M. François Mitterand, President of the French Republic,
visits the Collegium Maius, June 1989

Margaret Thatcher, Prime Minister of Great Britain
(1979–1990), signs the Jagiellonian University
Museum’s guest book, 30th September, 1991

Professor Zbigniew K. Brzezinski, Honorary Doctor of the Jagiellonian University,
with Professor T. Gromada, Director of the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences
of America (left), in the Aula of the Collegium Novum, 2000

Photo Konrad K. Pollesch

Pope John Paul II meets the academic community of Kraków
in the court of Collegium Maius, 8th June, 1997

Photo Konrad K. Pollesch

Prince Charles, the Prince of Wales in the Jagiellonian University Museum,
signing the guest book during his visit to the University,
19th May, 1993

Photo Janusz Kozina

Queen Elizabeth II and the Duke of Edinburgh visit
the University, 27th March 1996, and sign the
Jagiellonian University Museum’s guest book

Photo Janusz Kozina

Photo Lucyna Bełtowska

US Attorney General Robet Kennedy visits the Jagiellonian University; Collegium Maius, 30th July, 1964

Photo Konrad K. Pollesch

SOME OF THE JAGIELLONIAN

Stanisław Lem with his wife Barbara. The novelist received
the Jagiellonian University’s honorary doctorate
on 28th October 1998

Sławomir Mrożek, Honorary Doctor of the Jagiellonian University,
in the Aula of Collegium Novum, 2000

Photo Konrad K. Pollesch

Photo Konrad K. Pollesch

Photo Jerzy Sawicz

UNIVERSITY’S VISITORS
Wisława Szymborska, holder of the Nobel Prize,
Historian Professor Norman Davies, receives his Honora- with actress Anna Dymna in the Aula
ry Doctor’s diploma from the Rector, Professor Franciszek of the Jagiellonian University’s
Ziejka, in the Aula of Collegium Novum, 2003
Auditorium Maximum, 2007

Photo Anna Wojnar

Jan Nowak-Jeziorański receives his Honorary Doctor’s diploma
from Rector Franciszek Ziejka in the Aula
of Collegium Novum, 2000

Lech Wałęsa, holder of the Nobel Peace Prize, delivers the inaugural
address for the Third International Conference on Human Rights Education;
Jagiellonian University, 2012

Photo Jerzy Sawicz

Photo Anna Wojnar

His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, Honorary Doctor of the Jagiellonian University, in the Aula of Collegium Novum, 2008

King Harald V of Norway signing the Jagiellonian University’s
guest book, 2012
Photo Anna Wojnar

Prince Albert II of Monaco with the Rector, Professor Wojciech Nowak,
and Professor Krzysztof Stopka, Director of the Jagiellonian University Museum

Poet Adam Zagajewski,
Honorary Doctor
of the Jagiellonian University,
in the Aula of Collegium Maius, 2012
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In 2012 the Jagiellonian University conferred its honorary doctorate
on the Nobel prizewinner Professor Frank Wilczek (in the photo with
the Rector, Professor Wojciech Nowak)

THE JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY MUSEUM
T

he Jagiellonian University Museum
was created on the grounds of a resolution adopted by the University’s Senate
on 20th June 1947. The Museum’s most
impressive exhibit are its headquarters, the
Collegium Maius building itself, Poland’s
oldest university edifice on the corner of
today’s Jagiellońska and św. Anny. The
history of its walls goes back to the 14th
century. In 1400 King Vladislaus Jagiełło
endowed the University with an old house
built of brickwork and limestone masonry,
which he had purchased from Piotr Gerhardsdorf (Gersdorf), a magistrate of the
Cracovian bench who had gone bankrupt.
The house’s first proprietor had been one
Szczepan Pęcherz, a knight of Rzeszotary.
The remains of its earliest structure survive
in the foundations, cellars, and corner of
the present-day College, and the name of
the café located in the College’s basement,
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U Pęcherza, refers back to the property’s
original landlord. Some time later two
more houses were purchased or built, and
after two fires, in 1462 and 1492, the three
buildings on the estate were converted into
a regular quadrangular structure around an
arcaded court with a Late Gothic diamond
vaulted ceiling on the arcade. The edifice’s
original name was Collegium Regium
(Royal College), a.k.a. Collegium Regis
Wladislai (King Vladislaus’ College). Its
current name, Collegium Maius (Major
College), came into use in 1449 when
a new building was founded and named
Collegium Minus (Minor College).
Originally the ground floor of the
three-storey Collegium Maius accommodated a series of long rooms with low
ceilings which served as lecture halls. Its
first floor contained the Libraria and the
Stuba Communis (staff common room),

a treasury, and the theologians’ lecture
hall (today’s Aula), over which there was
an examination room and residential accommodation. The professors, and after
some time students who attended them,
lived in, in rooms on the first and second
floor. In 1840-1870 a conversion scheme
was carried out that changed much of the
building’s hitherto appearance. The house
was appointed in a Neo-Gothic style to accommodate the University’s collection of
books and manuscripts. The Jagiellonian
Library moved to its new premises during
the Second World War. Shortly after the
War, in 1949, a restoration project was
launched to recover the College’s original
appearance, and was completed in 1964.
In compliance with the Senate’s decision,
the Jagiellonian University Museum was
lodged in the Collegium Maius. The Museum’s exhibits were distributed in rooms

The Libraria in Collegium Maius.
Now used for Senate meetings
and other University events

which once served a variety of purposes, the aim being not
only to show visitors the exhibits themselves, but also to
allow them an insight into university life in bygone times.
The restoration scheme entailed work on the Aula,
Chapel, Libraria, and Stuba Communis, which apart
from its museum purposes is used nowadays as one
of the University’s principal venues for important
ceremonies. The interior decoration of some of the
professors’ rooms was arranged to tie up with
the scholars who once used them, and with
Nicolaus Copernicus, the University’s most
distinguished 15th-century alumnus.
The Jagiellonian University’s museum
holdings come from various sources, and some
have an ancient provenance. Its first source was
its treasury, also referred to as “the chamber
of rarities” (camera raritatum), in which gifts
and other valuables were collected. Extant
items include the ceremonial maces, and the
rings and chains the University’s officials wore,
as well as jewels, silverware, portraits and paintings,
and documents. A variety of instruments and items of
equipment the University’s staff used over the centuries
in their research came into the collection, turning from
utility objects into museum pieces. In the 19th century the Chairs
of Archaeology and History of Art created their own autonomous
collections which they used for teaching purposes. Professor Józef
Łepkowski’s archaeological exhibition room, founded in 1867, had
a particularly interesting collection accrued thanks to legacies and
gifts left in the wills of connoisseurs, bibliophiles, and academics.
Once the Museum had been formally established, its creator, Professor Karol Estreicher Jr., assembled all the University’s historic
valuables that had escaped destruction by the Germans during the
War, and set about augmenting the collection with more works of art.
He received rare items from the Jagiellonian Library, the Astronomical Observatory, and several chairs and departments. The Museum
acquired a set of vintage scientific instruments collected by Professor
Tadeusz Estreicher before the War for the natural science museum in
the University’s First Department of Chemistry. More gifts continued
to accrue, donated by private individuals, the University’s graduates,
banks, companies, and corporate bodies.
The collection of scientific instruments comprises over 2,500
items covering most of the scientific disciplines: astronomy, physics, mathematics, chemistry, biology, geography, geodesy. The
astronomical instruments are among the most valuable and represent
a discipline important for the University in view of its Copernican
traditions. They include an Arabian astrolabe (Cordoba, 1054),
a torquetum (1487), another astrolabe (1486), and a celestial globe
and astrolabe (1480). These objects were left to the University in the
will of Marcin Bylica of Olkusz, astrologer to Matthias Corvinus,
King of Hungary. The collection holds particularly noteworthy 16th–
–19th-century globes, including the Golden Jagiellonian Globe (early
16th century) and two globes made by Mercator (1541 and 1551).
The late 19th-century cryogenic equipment used by the distinguished
Cracovian scientists Olszewski and Wróblewski in their pioneering
experiments to liquefy atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen (1883)
make up another important set of exhibits.
The Museum’s art collection comprises over 1,400 paintings,
the earliest dating back to the late 15th century. The core of the

Interior of the top
of the Rector’s mace.
The mace was a gift
from Cardinal Fryderyk
the Jagiellonian and it was made around 1493,
probably by the Cracovian goldsmith Marcin Marciniec

collection are the portraits of the University’s professors: 28 from
the early modern period and very many 19th- and 20th-century ones.
It’s the oldest and largest collection of its kind in Poland. We also
hold pictures by outstanding Polish painters such as Jan Matejko,
Jacek Malczewski, Józef Mehoffer, Olga Boznańska, and Leon
Wyczółkowski; alongside works by foreign artists (Venus and
Cupid by Jan Massys, a portrait of Joost van den Vondel by Philips
Koninck, and The Ghost of Hamlet’s Father by Eugène Delacroix).
Our sculpture collection numbers over a thousand items.
A large part of it is made up of medieval sculpture and carving
from Lesser Poland and Silesia. We also hold Baroque works,
including some 16th-century bronze anatomical models by Pietro
Francavilla. 19th- and 20th-century sculpture is well represented,
with works by artists like Franciszek Wyspiański, Konstanty
Laszczka, and Igor Mitoraj. Our early modern and contemporary
sculpture includes a large collection of busts of celebrities in the
arts and sciences, including Jagiellonian University professors,
artists and politicians. Our latest acquisition is a statue of an
anonymous professor of Bologna (ca. 1340).
Our drawings and graphic art collection amounts to some
5,000 items, including 15th – 20th-century drawings and watercolours by Polish and foreign artists, alongside prints (copperplates,
etchings, lithographs etc.). A large part of the collection (about
1,500 items) is made up of iconographic materials relating to 19thcentury conservation projects for Polish historic artefacts, from
a set known as Teki Łepkowskiego (the Łepkowski Portfolios).
We hold the largest collection in Poland of drawings and graphics
by Feliks Topolski and Adam Hoffman.
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Stuba Communis (the Common Room) in Collegium Maius

Another part of our holdings is made
up of works of art and artistic crafts which
are national heirlooms or associated with
the University. The items in this group
vary in material value, nonetheless visitors appreciate them for their connection
with particular individuals, mostly staff
and students of the University. We also
hold an impressive collection of woodcut
blocks (about 3,000 pieces), including the
set used to print the illustrations for the
Wittenberg Bible in 1533–1534.
In the 16th century Professor Stanisław Grzepski started the University’s
tradition of coin collecting. Currently

Nicolaus Copernicus’ room
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our numismatic holdings include 2,644
ancient Greek, Roman, Byzantine, and
Celtic coins.
Our photographic collection comprises about 35,000 negatives and over
1,000 photographs, by photographers like
Antoni Pawlikowski, Józef Kuczyński,
Franciszek Klein, Stanisław Mucha, and
Stanisław Kolowca. The negatives present prewar views of Kraków and photographic portraits of Cracovian professors
and other celebrities.
We are proud of our high-quality
collection of the decorative arts (some
7,000 items). The finest pieces, crafted

in gold, tapestries and fabrics, ceramics, as
well as furniture, and vessels made of tin,
brass, and gold-plated bronze, decorate our
exhibition rooms. Many of the items made
by goldsmiths, such as rectors’ insignia
including Queen Jadwiga’s Mace, have
been in the University since the Middle
Ages. Others, such as the maces once belonging to Cardinal Zbigniew Oleśnicki,
Cardinal Fryderyk the Jagiellonian, and the
Bishop of Kraków, Bernard Maciejowski,
came into the collection in a legacy or
gift. The most ancient part of our decorative arts collection comes from Professor
Łepkowski’s archaeological exhibition.

Since 1986 the Museum has
been publishing an annual entitled Opuscula Musealia. Our
collections have been described
in Włodzimierz Kisza, Ancient
Coins, Part 1: Coins of the Roman Republic, Part 2: Coins of
the Roman Empire. Augustus-Domitianus, Warszawa and Kraków,
1991; Anna Jasińska, Malarstwo
obce w zbiorach Collegium Maius, Kraków: Muzeum Uniwersytetu
Jagiellońskiego,
2003;
Nowożytne portrety profesorów
Akademii Krakowskiej w zbiorach
Collegium Maius, ed. Anna Jasińska, Kraków, 2010; Beata Frontczak, Fajanse od XV wieku do
1914 w zbiorach Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, Kraków, 2009; and
Ludmiła Bularz-Różycka, Rzeźba
średniowieczna w zbiorach Collegium Maius, Kraków, 2006.

There are also pieces from famous collections once owned by connoisseurs like
Prince Władysław Czartoryski, Count
Konstanty Przezdziecki, Baron Edward
Rastawiecki, and Karol Rogawski, and
they include gold ware, decorative glass,
Italian majolica, and antique furniture. We
have a large collection of plaster casts of
works by renowned ancient, Renaissance,
and Baroque artists, commissioned by the
well-known art connoisseur and collector
Karol Lanckoroński.

Thanks to Professor
Karol Estreicher in 1953
the Museum acquired
100 exhibits from the
Pusłowski family collection. In 1968 when
Franciszek Ksawery
Pusłowski died without
issue the rest of the collection came into the Jagiellonian University Museum. We are very proud
of our Pusłowski collection, which comprises late
17th-century embroidered
tapestries that once belonged to the Marshal of
France François de Bonne
de Créqui, and antique
Gdańsk furniture.
The Museum is one
of the Jagiellonian University’s showcases, and
is visited by thousands
of people every year. Our
Jan Matejko, Portrait of Maria Pusłowska
visitors have included
US Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy; British Prime Minister Wilczek, holder of the Nobel Prize for
Margaret Thatcher; Queen Elizabeth II Physics; the Israeli writer Amos Oz;
and Prince Philip; the Prince of Wales; Poland’s Nobel prizewinners Wisława
Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko Szymborska and Czesław Miłosz; the
of Japan; Valentina Tereshkova, the first writer Stanisław Lem; the film-maker
woman in space; Zbigniew Brzezinski, Andrzej Wajda; and many other VIPs.
President Carter’s adviser on national
Krzysztof Stopka
security; the writer Jerzy Kosiński; Frank
Director of the Jagiellonian University Museum
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TREASURES
OF THE JAGIELLONIAN
LIBRARY
T

he Jagiellonian Library is the successor to the libraries of the University’s
colleges, faculties, and students’ halls, and
preserves cherished testimonials to Polish
and global culture. One of the rarest Polish
manuscripts in the Jagiellonian Library is
the Pontifical (turn of the 11th and 12th century) which was used as a liturgical book
during services in Wawel Cathedral. The
Pontifical contains church music in cheironomic notation. The Jagiellonian Library
has a manuscript with the earliest text of
Bogurodzica, the Polish hymn which in the
Middle Ages served as the counterpart of
a modern national anthem. Another valuable manuscript in the Library’s collection
is the Banderia Pruthenorum, a volume
of over 50 coloured illustrations of the
standards the Polish and Lithuanian forces
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captured in their victories in
the early 15th-century Battles
of Grunwald and Koronowo
against the Teutonic Knights.
It was presented to the library of the University’s Collegium Maius by the historian
Book cover, personally embroidered and presented to the
Jan Długosz, author of the
University’s Library by Queen Anna the Jagiellonian, 1582
commentaries to the illuminations. Perhaps Długosz also owned the
The Jagiellonian Library holds the earcopy of Claudius Ptolemy’s Cosmography liest work printed in Poland with moveable
now in the Jagiellonian Library’s collec- type. It is an astronomical and medical cation, one of the earliest Latin versions of lendar for 1474, and it was printed by Kaspar
Ptolemy and made around 1465–1475. The Straube. The Library’s 15th-century printed
Library also holds the Behem Codex, an holdings include part of one of Johannes
early 16th-century volume of magnificent Gutenberg’s earliest printed works, his
illuminations accompanied by transcripts Planetary Table for Astrologers, published
of the rights and privileges of the City of around 1457/1458, and some trial prints from
Kraków.
his press – a unique item worldwide.
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Franciscus Hogenberg, Cracovia, Minoris Poloniae Metropolis [View of Kraków, Capital of Lesser Poland], Cologne, 1617; coloured etching

The Library’s rarest item is the 16th-century manuscript of
Copernicus’ De Revolutionibus, written in his own hand. This
was the book which sparked the breakthrough in modern scientific
thought. We also have many other rare original manuscripts, by
great composers like Chopin; great writers from the Renaissance
poet Jan Kochanowski to the Romantics Adam Mickiewicz, Juliusz Słowacki, Zygmunt Krasiński, and Cyprian Kamil Norwid;
and Nobel Prize laureates Henryk Sienkiewicz, Władysław S.
Reymont, Maria Skłodowska-Curie, Czesław Miłosz, and Wisława Szymborska. Alongside books, the Jagiellonian Library
also holds fine collections of maps and graphics. We have rarities
such as a copy of the atlas by Battista Agnese, originally from
A. Kotowiecki’s collection and later in the royal library of King
Sigismund Augustus. In our graphics collection we have prints
of graphics by Albrecht Dürer and Rembrandt.
The Jagiellonian Library is an institution which holds priceless
treasures testifying to the legacy of Polish and world culture, but
above all it is a modern library for the University’s students and
staff, a university library which is also a national library. Since
1969 the Jagiellonian Library and the National Library in Warsaw have been collecting an archival copy of every printed work
published in Poland. For the past two decades all of our activities
have been based on an integrated online library system which
helps our staff in their professional duties and enables readers to
use our catalogues and order books anywhere in the world. Its
holdings rank the Jagiellonian Library as Poland’s biggest academic library, first out of a current total of 5,200 libraries. The total
number of items on record in the Jagiellonian University’s entire
library system, that is the Jagiellonian Library and 43 faculty
and institute libraries, amounts to over 7.3 million library units.

Nicolaus Copernicus, De Revolutionibus, Poland, 1520–1541;
paper manuscript

***
“For a long time we have wished to see
what hitherto only rumour had told us, and
what now happily we are able to observe for
ourselves,” said the King of Poland Sigismund
Augustus on 4th February 1553 on visiting the
Library of Collegium Maius. In the mid-16th
century the University’s central library enjoyed
a widespread reputation far beyond the confines
of its mother house and was often visited by
illustrious guests and academics from abroad.
In 1574 the Library hosted King Henri
de Valois. He was the first to sign the “royal
book” – a guest book, in which thereafter other
distinguished visitors, including Queen Anna
the Jagiellonian, King Stephen Báthory, King
Sigismund III, Chancellor Jan Zamoyski, and
many celebrities entered their names and impressions. In the 16th century the University of
Kraków had a whole network of libraries in its
diverse faculties, colleges, and students’ halls,
but the main and largest was the Collegium

Albrecht Dürer, Knight, Death, and the Devil,
Nuremberg, 1513; engraving
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Banderia Prutenorum, Kraków, 1448,
parchment manuscript
Fryderyk Chopin, Barcarolle [Fis-dur] pour le piano, dédiée à
Madame la Baronne de Stockhausen [...] op. 60,
France, 1845–1846, paper manuscript
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Maius Library. The libraries collected manuscripts and printed books, textbooks used
for university courses. The earliest record of
a library at the University is for 1403, but the
library’s origins go back to the 14th century,
when King Casimir founded the University
in 1364. We have three 14th-century manuscripts extant showing the University’s
activities before 1400.
As the Library’s collection grew records
of its premises started to appear. In the 15th
century there were two libraries in the Collegium Maius building, one belonging to the
Faculty of Philosophy on the ground floor,
and another on the upper floor used by the
Faculty of Theology. The library used by
the Faculty of Law was located in Collegium Iuridicum, the lawyers’ college. There
were also libraries in the various bourses or
students’ halls, such as Isner’s, Jerusalem,
the Poor Students’, the Hungarian, German,
Lawyers’, and Canonists’ Bourses. Presumably the Faculty of Medicine did not have
a separate library, as its statute of 1433 does
not mention a library. Unlike the rest of the
University professors, who were in Holy

The Behem Codex, Kraków,
ca. 1506, parchment manuscript

Orders, most of the staff of the Faculty of
Medicine were laymen and did not live in
college. Hence the medics’ private book

collections tended to pass on to their families
after their death. As of the 15th century the
University’s book collections grew thanks
to legacies and gifts from staff, students,
and patrons, as well as purchases conducted
by the librarians. The Jagiellonian Library’s
collection of medieval Latin manuscripts,
amounting to about 2 thousand items, which
makes it one of the biggest in Europe, is an
important testimonial of the work of the
University’s staff in teaching and scholarship
in the 14th, 15th, and early 16th centuries. Our
collection of 15th-century printed works, the
biggest in Poland, provides more evidence of
the University’s vitality at the turn of the 15th
and 16th century, and of the care and attention
it lavished on its library collections.
In 1777–1780 during Hugo Kołłątaj’s
reform of the University on behalf of the
National Commission for Education all the
separate book collections were brought into
the Collegium Maius Library, which became
the University’s central library. Since the
mid-19th century it has been known as the
Jagiellonian Library and was located in the
Collegium Maius building until 1940, when
it was moved to a new edifice specially built
in 1931–1939 to accommodate the University’s library. In 1995–2001 a redevelopment
project was carried out and the Jagiellonian
Library acquired a new building which turned it into a spacious, state-of-the-art facility.
THE JAGIELLONIAN DIGITAL LIBRARY
The Jagiellonian Digital Library started
operations in July 2010, on the grounds of an

agreement concluded in April 2010 between
the Jagiellonian University and the Ministry
of Culture and National Heritage for a financial subsidy for project. The first trial digitisations of the Library’s collections started in the
1990s with Copernicus’ De Revolutionibus.
The aim of the Jagiellonian Digital Library
is to preserve the material resources in the
Jagiellonian Library’s collections and make
them generally accessible online. The project
has overcome one of the major paradoxes in
the way libraries have worked up to now – on
the one hand they have always accumulated
and kept their collections with the utmost
assiduity and care, while on the other hand
their librarians have always been cautious
when issuing items to readers, concerned to
prevent potential damage.
In the Jagiellonian Digital Library we
are digitising and preserving online items
in the National Library Resources. One
of the first groups of items qualified for
digitisation have been the publications
of the Regional Parliament of Galicia
(1861–1914). The Jagiellonian Library is
the only Polish library which has a unique
set of 935 Polish periodicals from this time.
Some of them are in a bad condition because
they were printed on acidic paper. We are
conserving, de-acidifying, and digitising
19th- and early 20th-century newspapers like
Gazeta Lwowska, Nowa Reforma, Gazeta
Narodowa, and Dziennik Polski. For some
of them it was the last moment to save
them before the acidic paper disintegrated
completely. Alongside the periodicals, the
resources of other online thematic libraries

offering texts and graphics may be accessed
through the Jagiellonian Digital Library
interface. We want the Jagiellonian Digital
Library resources to be available in text
and graphic format. Wherever possible
materials scanned in a graphic format will
be available in an OCR technology, giving
readers the opportunity to access digitised
materials in a textual version as well. From
the very start our objective for the Jagiellonian Digital Library has been to create
a digitised data resource of the Jagiellonian
University.
The professional building up of a digital library intended not only to make data
available to users but also to save the original documents from destruction calls for
equipment of the right standard of quality.
Our aim is to give readers online resources
at the best possible quality while at the same
time ensuring that the original document
will never need to be copied again. The
Jagiellonian Digital Library is preserving
the rarest and unique items in Poland’s libraries. We have already digitised over 230
thousand items. The Jagiellonian Library
has successfully built up a team of dedicated professionals to work on the project.
Today’s Library has undergone a dramatic
transformation, more than just a facelift.
The librarian has become an invisible assistant helping readers to access various types
of information and data resources both on
library premises as well as online.

Zdzisław Pietrzyk

Director of the Jagiellonian Library
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The Jagiellonian Library Medical Collections. Online exhibition on the JBC website

The Jagiellonian University welcomes EAQUALS
Interview with Sarah Aitken, EAQUALS Executive Director,
and Peter Brown, EAQUALS Founder Chair and Board Member
This interview is addressed to readers interested in quality teaching and learning, particularly in the quality of the language
education services delivered by the Jagiellonian Language Centre of the Jagiellonian University (Jagiellońskie Centrum Językowe
– JCJ) to its students.
The Jagiellonian Language Centre is the University unit that holds classes in modern languages and Latin for students from all
the University’s Faculties as well as for external customers. English dominates for pragmatic reasons, but we also teach German,
French, Italian, Spanish, and Russian. Norwegian is gaining popularity and the number of Chinese classes is on the rise. The Centre
employs over 120 language teachers who work with about 12,000 students each academic year.
The Jagiellonian University wants to become a member of EAQUALS, an international, non-profit organisation which is recognised by the Council of Europe as an INGO (International Non-Governmental Organisation) having been granted Participatory Status.
EAQUALS’ main activities concern quality language services as well as accreditation and certification.
□ Monika Stawicka: “On 1 July 2013, you came to Kraków
having been invited by Professor Andrzej Mania, Vice-Rector
of the Jagiellonian University for Educational Affairs. Could
you tell us what the purpose of this visit was?”
■ Peter Brown: “EAQUALS was initially invited
to come to the Jagiellonian
Language Centre (JCJ) to
carry out an Advisory Visit
in May this year. This is
a follow-up overview visit
with the purpose of seeing whether an institution
might be ready in the reasonably near future – usually
two to three years – to meet
the strict quality criteria in
order to be able to become
an accredited member of
EAQUALS. In May the
Vice-Rector invited Sarah
Peter Brown, EAQUALS Founder Chair
and myself to come this
and Board Member
July so that we could give
JCJ teaching staff a deeper insight into what EAQUALS is, what
it does, what its goals are, as well as some of the projects it is
involved in, which might be of interest to university language
teachers. The other aim was to give teaching staff the opportunity
not only to meet and get to know EAQUALS better but also to
ask questions and raise issues that they felt were relevant.”
□ MS: “So basically the Jagiellonian University wants to go
through the accreditation process. More precisely, it is the
University’s Jagiellonian Language Centre that teaches students foreign languages that has to go through the accreditation process. We teach about 12,000 students each academic
year – how is such an immense operation possible? Briefly
speaking, what is this process like?”
48
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■ Peter Brown: “Well, put simply the accreditation process means
being inspected by EAQUALS and passing that inspection in
all categories. Then JCJ can become an accredited member of
EAQUALS. Of course, it’s not really that simple, or that easy.
The EAQUALS scheme currently has quality criteria under twelve
separate headings all of which need to be met – ranging from different aspects of academic management, to resources, to teaching
standards, to students learning effectively, to appropriate use of the
European language levels, and final certification. It’s necessarily
a detailed and complex process that has several stages – the first
being the Advisory Visit I mentioned earlier.”
□ MS: “So there are standards that teachers need to meet. However, the question arises in what way do my standards as an
English teacher, or even the standards of a group of teachers
teaching the same foreign language, differ from EAQUALS
standards? In what way are EAQUALS standards better?
How would you convince us about that?”
■ Sarah Aitken: “There are three interconnected answers to this.
The first is that the JCJ’s teaching standards may already meet
the EAQUALS criteria – the Advisory Visit, followed up by
self-assessment procedures leading to the EAQUALS Inspection
will establish that. The second is you need to define exactly what
your standards are, and then ensure that all teachers and academic
managers, teaching all languages, adhere to them in a consistent
and reliable manner. To do that you need to have transparent
processes, academic management systems, and corresponding
documentation. That’s exactly what EAQUALS looks at. It is an
evidence–based inspection scheme. So it asks simple questions
like: where’s the evidence to show what your standards are and
how you apply them, across the languages taught? In a nutshell:
say what you do, and do exactly what you say. In a reliable
manner. And if it’s not reliable, then it can’t be valid. The third
is that the EAQUALS scheme is based on four public charters
and EAQUALS checks for strict compliancy with those public
Charters – because they are essentially public guarantees. The
four Charters concern Students, Staff, Information, and a Code of

Conduct – a Charter of ethics, if you
will. So, if for example, if you say something like ‘students will reach B2+
level by the end of their studies’ then
you must be able to demonstrate that.”
□ MS: “Who will benefit from
the work that will need to be done in
order to meet EAQUALS criteria?
What exactly might these benefits
be? We are talking here about the
Jagiellonian University as a whole,
then about the Language Centre, and
finally about each teacher and every
single student…”

least, the EAQUALS ‘brand’ has high
visibility and powerful international
resonance.”
□ MS: “When you look at the EAQUALS website, you notice two things:
first, the dominance of English in the
downloadable documents and resources that have been designed to ease
the management process for teachers
of all foreign languages, whereas you
claim equality and multilingualism.
The second thing is that it is not easy
to find public-sector representation on
the list of accredited members, not to
mention university language centres
in Europe. Why is that? Could you
please comment on these two issues.”

■ Peter Brown: “Potentially everyone will benefit because, and if
managed sensitively and wisely, it is
a ‘win-win’ situation. Students will,
■ Sarah Aitken: “You’re right, and
because they will become the direct
EAQUALS currently has a programme
beneficiaries of the improved standards
underway to convert key documents
and consistency of quality, the correinto languages other than English.
Sarah Aitken, EAQUALS Executive Director
sponding accuracy of the levels attained
EAQUALS is aware that the website
and certificated, and the international recognition of the validity
needs to be available in many more languages. The challenge is
of their attainments. Teachers will, because they will have access
not only to cover the costs of translation but, above all, the cost of
to the latest documentation, innovative teaching ideas, and by
maintenance, as EAQUALS produces many documents each year.
becoming part of an international network of language teachers,
By the way, EAQUALS is committed to equality of all languages
and – why not? – training to become inspectors themselves. The
and this is clearly reflected in the Inspection Scheme. Taking the
JCJ will, because it will have access to the EAQUALS academic
second part of your question regarding the non-private sector (by
management documentation, it will be able to participate in joint
that I mean NGOs, charities and not-for-profit institutions, as well
international projects, so helping to create and lead innovation,
as the public sector), EAQUALS has many such members and
and not just reading about it. You need to remember that althopartners. Perhaps they’re not so easy to see because EAQUALS
ugh reflecting on ‘best practice’ is important, it is nevertheless
doesn’t classify membership in terms of public – private, but
essentially looking at the past, looking at what has already been
for ease of access by the general public, by membership status,
done – looking back. It is innovation that looks forward and breaks
location, languages taught, and so on. Don’t forget we have about
new ground. And ultimately the University itself will benefit
140 members in 35 countries teaching and testing 25 languages.”
directly because of the enhanced stature of the JCJ, because the
JCJ will become a fully accredited Member, and because of the
■ Peter Brown: “So we have in our large network of members and
establishment of international learning pathways, thus helping to
partners, all of which are listed on our website, cultural agencies
attract international students. It will be seen by students as a consuch as the British Council HQ [GB], the Goethe Institut HQ
crete step in giving them ‘added value’ to their CVs. Last but not
[DE], Instituto Cervantes HQ [ES], and so on; research and testing
The Jagiellonian University’s Auditorium Maximum
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EAQUALS International Conference 2014
Next year, Annual General Meeting and International
Conference will take place from 24 to 26 April 2014
in Budapest, the home of the EAQUALS Secretariat.

that takes vision, determination, and institutional ambition. This in
turn takes time to grow and be disseminated, and time to produce
tangible results. It’s certainly not a one-off, or overnight event.”
■ Sarah Aitken: “To create such a culture in the first place, however, takes much more than just willpower. It requires appropriate
academic tools and processes, training, networks of experts to
help and advise, upgrading syllabuses and certification. Then this
holistic approach needs careful monitoring and tracking, and when
necessary revisiting, reviewing, and revising. Becoming a centre
of excellence in the first place is difficult enough, but maintaining
such excellence once acquired is the real challenge! This means
constantly improving the Quality Cycle.”

www.eaquals.org
agencies such as the Centre international d’études pédagogiques
(CIEP) [FR], Gesellschaft für Akademische Studienvorbereitung
und Testentwicklung e. V. (GAST) [DE], universities such as the
Centro di Ricerca – Siena [IT], Università per Stranieri – Perugia
[IT]; examination boards such as the University of Cambridge,
Trinity, City & Guilds; and specialist organisations such as the
state-run teaching standards organisation ACELS – Quality and
Qualifications Ireland [IE], or the Centro Formazione Insegnanti
– Rovereto [IT], and the British Foreign Office – Foreign and
Commonwealth Office Language Policy and Standards (FCO)
[GB].”

□ MS: “Maybe one more question about looking at foreign language learning from a potential student’s / client’s
perspective? What qualities or values should the certificate
of excellence guarantee, if anything? Why should they choose
a language centre with EAQUALS accreditation?”

□ MS: “Well, it would be nice to join the Association. Naturally
there must be some pitfalls along the way. Both of you know
the process from both ends, namely as experienced inspectors
and as academic managers who were subject to inspection;
could you please tell us where the pitfalls generally occur, so
that we can act proactively?”

■ Peter Brown: “Because, as a prospective student, you know
that the information that you have been given before joining the
course is accurate and truthful, because you know exactly what
your course plan is and the level you will attain is accurately
described, the teaching you will receive is properly planned and
executed, the final certification you will receive is accurate, and
you know all this because you have an EAQUALS Student Charter
prominently displayed in your classroom.”

■ Sarah Aitken: “That’s a very good question! Obviously it’s
not easy to generalise with such a linguistically and culturally diverse organisation as EAQUALS, but in my experience three key
areas need particular attention – syllabus design and application,
academic management, and – if I can put it this way – getting
rid of ‘the lumps and bumps,’ and thus ensuring coherence and
consistency (for example, across CEFR levels and languages,
certification, accuracy and completeness of information given to
students, compliancy with regulations, recognising intellectual
property such as copyright, and so on).”

■ Sarah Aitken: “You also know when you look at the EAQUALS
website and see the range and quality of the membership, and
the international educational pathways that such a membership
can provide. In other words, they become part of an international
community that has recognised and shared standards of excellence backed up by innovative projects and partnerships. And it is
this rigorous approach to quality that ultimately helps enhance
a student’s CV.”

■ Peter Brown: “Then, as you rightly say, being proactive is
also crucial and this includes carrying out the self-assessment
exercises, ensuring the whole team – teaching and administrative
– understands what the vision is, what you are trying to achieve
and why, how you’re trying to achieve it, and – in my view the
most important feature – that EAQUALS looks at an institution
as a whole, monitors the teaching performance as a whole (no
individual teacher is ever mentioned in an EAQUALS report),
checks and verifies everything. This holistic approach to the Quality Cycle is a hallmark of EAQUALS’ accreditation of excellence
and quality in language teaching and learning.”

■ Peter Brown: “I really do think that the inspection scheme
is just a relatively small part of a much greater process. Being
a centre of excellence is firstly a culture – a state of mind. And

www.jcj.uj.edu.pl
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■ Peter Brown: “And thank you very much for having invited
us to the Jagiellonian University in Kraków and for giving us this
opportunity to talk a little more about EAQUALS.”

Interview and introduction by Monika Stawicka

Rector’s Attorney for Accreditation and Certification in JCJ UJ

Conference participants, 1st June, 2013

Photo Jerzy Sawicz

□ MS: “In what way can EAQUALS help us and other institutions working towards becoming centres of excellence in
language services?”

□ MS: “Thank you for this informative conversation.”

THE JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY
POLISH RESEARCH CENTRE IN LONDON
T

league, or neighbour and thanks to that has
learned enough Polish to communicate in
the language. Now you can improve your
language skills in Polish and on top of
that discover more about Polish culture
– completely free of charge. For those
who don’t want to stop at this course we
shall be launching a Live Polish Culture
Workshop, which will involve things like
meetings on the phonetics of Polish, or on
Polish Christmas customs.
We will also be continuing our mission
to present distinguished Polish scholars
who are living and working in Britain.
We are organising an academic conference
in which outstanding Polish and British
scholars will take part. We held two conferences of this kind in 2012, and both were
a success in terms of attendance as well as
from the academic point of view.
For the second year running we shall
be awarding research grants to academics
affiliated to British universities who are
researching on Polish history, culture, or
political affairs. Last year we had dozens
of candidates from leading British centres
of scholarship applying for a grant, and
the success of this programme shows that
there is a lot of interest in Polish subjects.
Our objective at the Jagiellonian University Polish Research Centre is to foster
progress in the European humanities –
alongside promoting Poland – and our
grants programme is the best testimonial
of this ambition.
The Jagiellonian University Polish
Research Centre is also engaged in work
to enhance the quality of education at its

earlier stages by helping to organise classes
in the Saturday Schools. We are employing
state-of-the-art communication media to
tell youngsters about the most important
issues in Poland’s recent history. It’s an
opportunity for young people not only to
keep in touch with their mother country,
but also to get an instructive insight into
political affairs. Modern methods in education are another of the Polish Research
Centre’s hallmarks.
We are not forgetting the past, either.
We are publishing an anthology of Polish
émigré ideas on politics – a collection of
texts by the most distinguished Polish writers and politicians active in Britain after
the Second World War. No thoroughgoing
assessment of the political and intellectual
affairs of the second half of the twentieth
century can do without their observations,
their invigorating and often uncompromising approach to political realities.
Connecting the past with the future,
cultivating tradition while making full use
of the latest achievements in scholarship,
pursuing an integral approach to education by discerning the needs both of the
youngest and of older learners – those
are the objectives and challenges for the
Jagiellonian University Polish Research
Centre in London. Objectives we are now
successfully pursuing for a second year,
and hopefully will go on pursuing in the
future.

Jan Maciejewski

Member of the team established
by the Plenipotentiary of the Jagiellonian
University’s Rector for co-operation
with the Polish University Abroad in London

Photo Krzysztof Piskorski

he Jagiellonian University Polish Research Centre in London is already in
its second year of operations. In that time
we have managed to launch activities not
only in the field of education, but also in
research, culture, and the promotion of
Poland in the British Isles. The Jagiellonian University Polish Research Centre
is developing into the flagship not only
of the Jagiellonian University, but also
for the whole of Polish scholarship and
culture, reminding the British people what
an interesting country their second largest
group of immigrants comes from.
Our ambition at the Polish Research
Centre is not just to promote Poland, but
also to offer assistance to the Polish people
who have immigrated to Britain in the last
few years. That’s why in July 2013 we held
a workshop entitled “Twelve Steps from
Idea to Business Plan” in the Jagiellonian
Enterprise School, for those Polish people
who want to set up their own business and
take a hands-on approach to entering the
British job market. We also conduct an
innovatively designed intensive course of
English, which is addressed to a similar
group of recipients and will help Polish immigrants quickly overcome their problems
with communicating.
All work and no play would make
anyone dull, so the Jagiellonian University
Polish Research Centre wants to cater
for the leisure needs of the Polish people
in Britain. We are going to start up an
internet service providing information on
the cultural, social, and academic events
organised by and for Polish people in the
British Isles.
Since 2012 Polish has been officially
recognised as the second most frequently
used language in the British Isles. It’s
high time to turn quantity into quality, and
that’s why the Polish Research Centre has
started up a Polish language and culture
workshop. We’re offering a special opportunity to every Briton, every inhabitant
of the United Kingdom who is in regular
contact with his Polish workmate, col-

Professor Andrzej Jajszczyk delivers
the Jagiellonian Lecture
in the Polish Research Centre Room
at the Polish Social and Cultural Association,
London
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Supporting innovation
and the development of science

F

or CITTRU, the Jagiellonian Centre for
Innovation, Technology Transfer, and
University Development, 2013 is a year of
celebration to mark the first ten years of
its activities, and also a time to look back
in appraisal.
Can we single out one initiative out of
the hundreds that CITTRU has handled
and say we are especially proud of it?
The work in CITTRU’s field, in which
it is the Polish pioneer, calls for more
of an overall appraisal of what it has accomplished. The building up of the Uni-
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versity’s technological offer, the transfer
of technology, effectiveness in obtaining
funds for research, and numerous activities
in scientific communication, which is the
basis for the development of a university
open to the contemporary challenges – all
of these things viewed together go to make
up CITTRU’s success. The creation of a
coordinated system of diverse but interrelated activities in the area of science – as
may be clearly seen from the tripartite
structure of CITTRU’s website www.
cittru.uj.edu.pl, which is subdivided into
Business, Promotion, and Funds – is just
such a success story, and at the same time
a springboard to further undertakings.
In its ten years of operations CITTRU
has built up a portfolio of inventions (more
information in English on www.cittru.
uj.edu.pl/technologies), and implemented
an effective procedure in the University
for the protection of intellectual property.
CITTRU’s ongoing duties include identifying novel solutions which are being created at the Jagiellonian University, securing legal protection for them, promoting
and offering the University’s technologies

CITTRU is the component of the
Jagiellonian University whose mission is
• to create, promote, and commercialise the University’s technology
portfolio,
• to protect intellectual property,
• to create academic entrepreneurship,
• to initiate joint research projects
with scientists and entrepreneurs,
• to promote and coordinate contract research conducted at the
University,
• and to raise funds for scientific research.
More on www.cittru.uj.edu.pl
www.cittru.uj.edu.pl/eng

and research services on the commercial
market and establishing working relations
with companies for the purpose of developing new projects for implementation.
CITTRU is also offering academics
its comprehensive support for the acquisition of EU funds. In addition, for the past
5 years the Centre has been expanding
a pioneering set of activities relating to
scientific communication, for instance a
regular workshop entitled “The School for
Science Promotion.”
New therapeutic technologies
Patents and applications for patents are
the main components of the Jagiellonian
University’s technological offer created by
CITTRU. In recent years there has been a
distinct increase in the number of patents
we have received, which is the essential
step in putting an innovation on the commercial market. Our earlier applications
are now coming to fruition in the form of
new patents.
Basically, the majority of our new
patents belongs to three fields of research:
biotechnology, pharmacy, and chemistry,
and it is here that we would like to present
our most promising projects.
The first involves the therapeutic properties of certain chemical compounds
which may be applied in the treatment of
neuropathic pain (for instance the pain
associated with neoplasms or diabetes)
and epilepsy. Our University scientists
have covered most of the preclinical tests,
which they did in renowned centres such
as the American National Institute of
Health. The next stage of the project will
be carrying out further tests on the drug’s
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Talks with investors at the Charité
Entrepreneurship Summit 2011

safety, and pharmaceutical formulation, viz. making up a new
form of the medication and its administration. We already know
that it will be taken orally.
The second of our technologies which have received a patent
in recent months is a project to apply certain specially modified
strains of bacteria in anti-neoplastic therapy. It’s a new solution
that has been verified at the animal testing stage. Compared with
many other similar experiments conducted elsewhere in the world,
the Jagiellonian University research is bringing very good results
in terms of effectiveness of the treatment.
PET and ToxComp
One of the technologies which our prospective investor can put
into his basket involves a series of innovations connected with the
construction of a new type of positron emission tomography (PET)
scanner. This invention has been described by Nauka w Polsce, the
principal Polish science portal, in the following way: “The PET
facility which is being constructed will be up to two times cheaper
than the scanners currently in use. Along with an image resolution
enhanced by at least 10-20% and an adjustable size of the device’s
chamber, the new PET system will offer absolutely new diagnostic
opportunities.” Our partners working on the project are the Silvermedia company and the Polish National Centre for Nuclear Research.
The subject of this technological offer, which is being coordinated by CITTRU, is a set of new solutions for the construction
of a PET facility, along with new ways of signal detection for the
imaging. The device uses inexpensive components, which will
substantially reduce its production cost.
One of our successful undertakings this year involving technology transfer is the contract we have signed with the British
company Simcyp Ltd. for the sale of ToxComp, our new technology for virtual clinical tests. This innovation was created and

designed in the Jagiellonian University’s Faculty of Pharmacy,
and its focus is the computer analysis of cardio-toxic risk as a
side-effect in the administration of drugs and pharmaceutics.
ToxComp is a multi-component technology involving a computer application to test the effect of a given drug on the cells of the
human cardiac muscle. The computer system applies the results
of a simulation of the physiology of the cells in the human heart
muscle to assess the tested chemical substance against the entire
population in its data base. This is achieved thanks to a virtual
population generator, which takes human individual variability
into account in the composition of the computer data base, viz. the
possibility of different reactions occurring in different individuals
taking the same drug. This approach allows for the assessment
of the risk of potential toxic reactions without engaging humans
in the tests, thereby eliminating the risk of a negative outcome,
both in terms of health as well as financially, in the work to test
prospective therapeutic substances.
You can find our range of technological offers on www.cittru.
uj.edu.pl/technologies

PŻ

A technological offer compiled by CITTRU
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The e-Learning Centre: Proficiency in Education
Symbols
The Jagiellonian University’s eLearning Centre is in the very heart of
historic Kraków. Its headquarters are at
Number 8 on the Market Square, on the
first floor of a house that has stood there
for over half a millennium. You can treat
its location as symbolic: a blend of the
traditional with the modern. That’s what
the Centre is like, that’s what the entire
Jagiellonian University is like – rooted
in history but at the same time oriented
towards modern technologies, attuned to
new challenges in education. And it’s no
wonder that the Jagiellonian is the only
University in Poland to enjoy membership of the prestigious Coimbra Group
of the 39 oldest universities in Europe
which continue to provide the highest
educational standards. The representative
of the e-Learning Centre is making an active contribution to the Coimbra Group’s
e-Learning Task Force.
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Participants at SpeakUpps, an international workshop on e-learning

The names of the University’s e-learning platforms are symbolic, too. The official
one, Pegaz (Pegasus), harks back to Greek
mythology, while some of the others, Smok
(Dragon), Jaszczur (Lizard) and Lajkonik
(Hobby-Horse), recall creatures from the
local Cracovian lore. All these platforms
share the same software, Moodle 2.5.x.
The main e-learning platform, Pegaz, is
integrated with USOS, the University Student Management System. All students and

staff need to do is just sign in to access the
University’s internal mail system, Pegaz,
USOS, and the University’s portal. They
can also access the Blackboard e-learning
platform at the Cyfronet Academic Computer Centre.
At the e-Learning Centre we look
forward to meeting students who want to
attend face-to-face courses free of charge
on how to use Pegaz or who have any
questions. We’re here to welcome them and

The view from the e-Learning Centre’s window

give them professional advice in
English. On top of that they’ll be
able to enjoy a panoramic view
of the Market Square from our
first-floor windows. Of all the
Jagiellonian University’s premises, ours has the best view!

http://jaszczur.czn.uj.edu.pl/
course/view.php?id=467

If you’re interested in this kind
of e-learning course, you can
look at the e-content of the
Computer-Mediated Communication course.
The Jagiellonian University
Without Borders and other
future projects

The dynamics of learning
http://jaszczur.czn.uj.edu.pl/
course/view.php?id=594

Contrary to the claims often
Recently MOOCs (Massive
heard that what’s most important
Open Online Courses), organised
in the learning process is the
by universities like Stanford and
unique bond between student
Edinburgh, have been becomand teacher, and that nothing can
ing more and more popular
replace the face-to-face relation
worldwide. Notwithstanding the
between master and student,
reservations about the potential
we think that what’s most imconsequences of teaching in
http://www.dareproject.eu/
en.about_the_project.html
portant in education is to make
which tutorial assistance has been
it individualised, interactive,
reduced to a minimum in view of
and dynamic. And e-learning
the free and mass availability of
platforms are an excellent way
MOOCs, the Jagiellonian Uniof making sure that the time
versity has joined this trend in
between successive face-toopen education and is offering
face meetings, generally once a
MOOCs within the framework
http://www.guideassociation.org
week, will not be wasted. Over
of the Jagiellonian University
the last academic year Pegaz
Without Borders project. One of
was put to good use in over
our MOOCs is Visual Sociology,
1,800 academic courses – and
provided by the renowned sociit’s a steadily rising trend: every
ologist Professor Piotr Sztompka.
year the number of active Pegaz
The Jagiellonian Univercourses grows by 50%.
sity Without Borders is just
Market Square 8
Academic tutors use the platone example of our forthcomform to post e-content – teaching
ing projects in e-learning. We
materials supplementing tradiare planning an exchange of
tional lectures and classes for
e-courses between the Jagieltheir students. They initiate and
lonian and other universities in
moderate students’ discussion
the Coimbra group – a sort of
forums and post quizzes allowing
virtual exchange programme
http://teacamp.co.uk/
their students to check how much
like the Erasmus/Socrates Stuthey have learned. One of the useful tools on dent Exchange Programme, with ECTS
the platform is the assignment option, which points going with it. In this undertaking
enables students to send in their work for the
tutor to check. There are also different groupA seminar on the pedagogy of e-learning
ware tools, to post up collectively accessible
messages and for private student-teacher and
student-student communication. The Pegaz
e-learning platform is integrated with webconferencing software, Adobe Connect, and
OpenMeetings, thanks to which we have the
opportunity to hold virtual classes by video
with the possibility of selecting a screen area
to be shared.
Apart from these blended learning
courses, some of the courses in the University’s programmes of study are being
conducted in the e-learning formula, with
only the final examination being held under
direct supervision on University premises.

we’re following the model which has been
running for over a decade now in the exchange system operated by universities and
colleges in Bavaria.
The new e-content on the Jagiellonian
University’s platforms should be accessible
to smartphones, tablets, and other mobile
devices. We’re hoping to have our current
e-content updated and adapted for mobile
devices by the end of next year. Likewise,
all our student services will soon be accessible not only by PCs and laptops, but also
by smartphones and tablets.
The Jagiellonian University e-Learning
Centre will continue to work with the
Disability Support Service for the University’s disabled students, helping them
to enjoy equal opportunities of access to
our educational resources. The European
DARe-Learning project is a good example
of work in this field.
Some of the other international projects
in which our staff are taking part are the
undertakings of the Guide Association and
TeaCamp to develop e-learning methodology.
The software on its own is not enough to make
e-learning modern and professional; what’s
needed, and perhaps even more important is
the online training and advisory service for
our tutors, which makes up a pedagogical
infrastructure specific for e-learning.

Jacek Urbaniec

The Rector’s Plenipotentiary for e-learning
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VIRTUAL PATIENTS
An instrument used in distance learning in the medical sciences
Introduction
The Department of Bioinformatics and
Telemedicine of the Jagiellonian University’s Medical College is using e-learning
techniques in the teaching of the medical
sciences. One of these techniques is an
instrument known as the virtual patient.
Traditional teaching in the medical
sciences starts with theoretical disciplines
such anatomy, biochemistry, physiology,
and histology. In these classes students
learn the molecular and anatomical foundations of the phenomena which are considered in diagnostic or therapeutic procedures. As they master the relevant facts
in these disciplines their knowledge is segregated and ascribed to particular subject
areas. But when a doctor treats a particular
patient he must focus his knowledge on the
specific case of pathological phenomena
with which that patient has come to him.
To arrive at the right diagnosis he has to
apply his knowledge from all the diverse
fields of medicine he has been trained in.
Apart from being able to use his knowledge from a variety of medical fields, in
order to properly diagnose and select the
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Printout of Mr. Rakowski’s ECG (continued)

Mr. Rakowski’s chest X-ray (AP projection)

Mr. Rakowski’s chest X-ray (lateral projection)

Printout of Mr. Rakowski’s ECG

Sample X-ray and ECG results for virtual patient Rakowski (image source: eVIP project data base)

right treatment for the patient’s specific
condition he must make a decision which

will affect another person’s health or
maybe even life. And the doctor will bear

A preliminary dialogue window with a young woman’s description of her condition

A sample diagnostic path with data supplied in a visual form

the responsibility for the consequences of
his decision.
What is a “virtual patient”?
Before a medical student has to apply
all the skills he has learned to treat a real
patient, he can try them out on an instrument called a “virtual patient.” A virtual
patient is a software tool which simulates
all the stages in treatment, starting with
the medical interview, in which the patient
tells the doctor about his ailment, often
in an unprofessional and subjective way.
At the next stage of his contact with
the patient the doctor has to ask the
right questions to define the scope within
which he will look for the causes of the
patient’s pathological symptoms. Asking
the right questions is a skill doctors need
when they treat real patients. Medical
students have the opportunity to train on
a virtual patient, the difference between
them and qualified physicians treating
real patients being that students practising on a virtual patient are allowed to be
wrong. If they are, the computer software
redirects them, helping them to learn and
gain experience.
For a typical virtual patient case the
student needs to make 20–30 decisions to
arrive at the right solution. But we also

have “short tracks” – key feature cases
which focus on one critical decision in
clinical practice. When students training

on a virtual patient submit a request for
a specific clinical test they get a result to
the test they have asked for in the same

Sample list of students (personal data obliterated) with their progress on cases (columns); showing each
student’s working time, percentage of correct answers, number of decisions, and classification of their
solution to the case (green signifies a satisfactory result, and red no credit awarded for the case). Image
source: CASUS virtual patient system
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Image of changes in the area of the corner of the mouth and the symptoms the patient complained of (image source: eVIP project data base)

form doctors receive test results in real
practice.
If the student has asked for an X-ray,
the result he gets is just the image without
a radiologist’s comments. He has to
interpret the X-ray image in the correct
way to be able to follow on with the right
decisions for his virtual patient’s case. The
multimedia tools available in today’s software can use all the multimedia techniques. Apart from serving up original ima-

Team members of the eVIP Project
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ges of the type used in medical diagnostics,
the virtual patient software utilises other
media – audio, video, and computer animations including 3D modelling and virtual
reality techniques.
Virtual patients in practice
The designers of virtual patients are
usually medical practitioners with many
years of experience. No-one knows better

than a specialist where a beginner is likely
to go wrong and where he should be particularly careful not to be led astray by false
clues. The wrong answers an experienced
doctor will suggest as options will be based on situations which were troublesome
for him. If the student selects the wrong
answer, he is told why his decision is incorrect. Apart from the case-based learning
approach, the virtual patient technique
also makes use of negative outcomes and

teaches the student to
the languages of the team or would like to publish your rethink in a critical way:
countries participating search results in Bio-Algorithms and Medwhenever he makes
in the Project and their -Systems we will be pleased to hear from
a wrong decision he is
contents adapted to the you. One of the issues of Bio-Algorithms
given feedback with an
standards in the respec- and Med-Systems has been dedicated to
explanation of why he
virtual patients.
tive countries.
went wrong, and then
Our Department was the chief orgaThe Jagiellonian
he is put back on the riUniversity Department niser of the ICVP09 International Confeght track, ready for the
of Bioinformatics and rence on virtual patients which was held
next step in diagnosis.
Telemedicine conducts in Kraków, and we were joint organisers
Virtual patient decourses for its students of the following Conference in London.
vices are fitted out with
teaching them the vir- A group of our Department’s staff has coman evaluating system.
tual patient computer piled a textbook for students on computer
Usually at the end of Issue of Bio-Algorithms and Med-Systems technique. The medical methods in medical education.
a case study the student
contents presented in
on virtual patients
(www.bams.cm-uj.krakow.pl)
is informed how many
Concluding remarks
each of the cases are
points he scored. He
discussed and analywill be able to compare his answer with sed during classes for the diverse clinical
The main asset of the virtual patient
what an expert says and obtain additional specialisations. One of the photos shows technique in teaching Medicine is that it
comments.
sample virtual patients used in our classes. shows students how to make decisions on
The virtual patient device is extremely Since 2008 we have
the basis of their inteuseful from the tutor’s point of view. The been using the CASUS
grated knowledge from
tutor conducting the class gets information system of virtual pathe diverse specialist
on the time a given student spent on the tients, in co-operation
courses they have comparticular virtual case, how many times with the Ludwig-Mapleted. By employing
he accessed it etc. If a sufficiently large ximilians Universität,
a broad range of visual
number of students try a given virtual München.
materials it introduces
case the tutor will see whether it is easy
students to the diveror difficult, and he will then be able to use
se types of documents
Bio-Algorithms and
the difficult cases for group discussion in
and equipment they will
Med-Systems
class, for the points in the procedure which
be using in their fustudents found problematic. Finding the
ture medical practice.
Alongside our accorrect solution to a certain minimum tivities in the developThe virtual patient is an
number of virtual cases may also be treated ment of computer techinteresting interactive
as a condition for a student’s admission to niques and tools for
tool which simulates the
an examination.
doctor – patient relation
medical education, the
which saves the beginJagiellonian University
The eVIP Project
ner from putting real
Department of BioinOur textbook on e-learning techniques
patients at risk.
formatics and Telemefor Medicine
In 2007–2010 the Jagiellonian Uni- dicine also publishes
versity Department of Bioinformatics a quarterly, Bio-Algorithms and MedAndrzej Kononowicz
and Telemedicine took part in the eVIP -Systems, on the application of numerical
Irena Roterman
Department of Bioinformatics and Telemedicine at
(Electronic Virtual Patients) Project. Our methods in medicine, from problems at
the Jagiellonian University Medical College
partners in the Project were St George’s the molecular level (Bio-Algorithms) to
Hospital, University of London; Karo- methods applied in practical medicine
linska Institutet; Medizinische Fakultät (Med-Systems). One of the disciplines Bibliography
Cook, D. A. & Triola, M. M. (2009), ‘Virtual patients: a crider Ludwig-Maximilians Universität, encompassed within this broad spectrum
tical literature review and proposed next steps.’, Med Educ
43(4), 303–311.
München; the University of Warwick; the is the use of e-learning methods in the
Faculty of Medicine, Maastricht Univer- medical sciences. After 6 years of publi- Hege I, Adler M, Peter S. (2011) Casus – ein fallbasiertes
Lernsystem in E-learning. In: Dittler U (ed.) Einsatzkonsity; the University of Heidelberg; Iuliu shing our journal on a national basis in
zepte und Erfolgsfaktoren des Lernens mit interaktiven Medien. Oldenbourg Verlag; 101–107.
Hatieganu University, Cluj-Napoca; and Poland (but with articles in English) we
Witten-Herdecke Private University.
were invited to work in co-operation with Kononowicz AA, Krawczyk P, Cebula G, Dembkowska M,
Drab E, Fraczek B, Stachon AJ, Andres J. (2012) Effects of
Each of the Project’s participants de- de Gruyter, the international publishing
introducing a voluntary virtual patient module to a basic
life support with an automated external defibrillator coursigned one or more virtual patient cases house, and for the past two years Biose: a randomised trial. BMC Med Educ 12(1), 41.
which were deposited in the Project’s inter- -Algorithms and Med-Systems has been
Kononowicz A.A. & Hege I. (2010) Virtual patients as a
net data bank and are available free of char- published by de Gruyter, and is available
practical realisation of the e-learning idea in medicine,
in: Soomro S., E-learning, experience and future, In-Teh,
ge online at http://www.virtualpatients.eu. at http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/bams.
Vukovar, Croatia, 345–370.
Many of the cases have been translated into If you are interested in working with our
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Interview with Dr. Anita Koszyk-Szewczyk, MD, a graduate
of the Jagiellonian University School of Medicine in English,
now working as an oncologist at the Ironwood Cancer Clinic
and Research Centers, Arizona
□ “You’re working in the Ironwood Cancer Clinic and Research Centers, Arizona, which provide comprehensive medical care and services for patients suffering from oncological
and haematological diseases. Your
professional career is developing
admirably, as shown by the fact
that in early 2012 you were the
Best Doctor in Phoenix. That’s a
tremendous achievement, bearing
in mind that Phoenix is the sixth
largest city in the United States,
and you’ve only been working
there for three years. What does
this title mean for you?”
■ “I’m very pleased to have been
awarded this distinction. It means
all the more for me as not only my
patients’ opinions were taken into
consideration in the plebiscite, but
also the views of the doctors with
whom I work on an everyday basis.
They’re top-rate specialists, including 25 oncologists-haematologists,
5 radiologists, and 10 surgeons. It
means a lot to me that my working
style, my attitude to patients and the
time I devote to them have all been
appreciated, as well as my qualifications, commitment, and ambition
to make progress in the profession.
It was a beautiful surprise for me,
because indeed I only arrived in Arizona in 2009, and the vote in which I
became Best Doctor in Phoenix was
held just two years later, in 2011.”

Anita’s CV in a Phoenix newspaper
report on the Top Doctors Awards
for 2011
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□ “You were born in Nowy Targ,
Poland, and when you were a
teenager you and your parents and
brother emigrated to Canada. But
in 1997 you came back to Poland
for a university education in the
Jagiellonian University School of
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Medicine in English.
Dr. Anita Koszyk-Szewczyk
In 2001 you graduated from the Faculty of Medicine’s division for international students, having
completed the four-year American and Canadian programme
of study. What made you decide to read Medicine at the Jagiellonian University?”
■ “I always wanted to study Medicine, so it was just a question
of where to do it. Two years before I started university I came to
Poland for a holiday and that’s when I learned that at the Jagiellonian University’s Medical College you can read Medicine in
English. That’s the university I chose after I checked that it was
very good. The School of Medicine in English follows the American standards of education, is accredited by the US Department
of Education, and its graduates are MDs. That suited me very
well, as after graduating in Poland I wanted to pursue my career
in Canada or the USA. There was also a sentimental reason – my
great-grandfather had read Medicine at the Jagiellonian University, and I also have a family in Poland.”
□ “Do you think you’ve had the right education and training
at the Medical College to make progress in your profession?”
■ “Yes, definitely. All of our lecturers tried very hard not only to
instruct us but also to pass on their passion for medicine, to demonstrate that the doctor’s profession is an exceptional challenge.
Kraków is an extraordinary city, with lots of temptations which
can pull you away from you studies. Aware of this, our professors
tried to persuade us that medicine is a splendid field of science
and studying it is very worthwhile.”
□ “Your memories of your time at the School of Medicine in
English are very warm. Which people, and which events from
your student days have made the most lasting impression on
your memory?”
■ “There were 25 students in my group. I was from Canada, one
girl was from Greece, another was from Sweden, and the rest
were from the United States. Of the lecturers and tutors, I have
good memories of Piotr Laidler, who taught us biochemistry.
He was a doctor at the time; I know that he’s a professor now,
and that since 1st October 2012 he’s held the office of ViceRector of the Jagiellonian University for the Medical College.

Photo from her private collection

MEDICINE: MY LIFE’S PASSION

I also remember the late Professor Jerzy Stachura, who taught us
pathomorphology, and Dr. Sikorski, who took us for haematology
and bone transfusions. My surgery classes were with Dr. Andrzej
Precht, who’s working in the United States now, on liver and
pancreas transplants.”
□ “Do you know how your fellow students’ careers worked
out ?”
■ “Not all the people in our group wanted to go on with their
career in the United States. Some chose Canada, some England,
and some others Norway. I keep in touch with Michał Nawalny,
who was in my group. He’s a first-rate surgeon in the States now,
specialising in artery and lung surgery. I know that Nick Bujak,
who was a year below me, is a gynaecologist in Phoenix now. He’s
a very good doctor. I’m also in touch with Grzegorz Chrostowski
and his wife Agnieszka. They were a year ahead of me. I have
good memories of Ania Madej, with whom I did my residency
in Pennsylvania. She’s working in Prosser, in Washington State.”
□ “If you had to make your career choice today, would you
choose Medicine again?”
■ “Yes, I can’t imagine myself doing anything else.”
□ “And what about the Jagiellonian University Medical
College School of Medicine in English?”
■ “I’d choose it again. The School educated and trained me very
well for my future career.”
□ “What’s most important for you in your work?”
■ “My patients. They’re people who are suffering very much,
fighting against diseases which are very hard to beat. Every day I
see how brave they are. I’m happy when I can help them, when I

can help someone recover, though
I know it doesn’t depend just on
me. It’s a good day for me when
my patient’s CT scan shows that
there’s no relapse of the disease.
That’s why I want to go ahead in
my work, continue to learn and
help people, so there can be as
many of those good days as possible with my part in them.”

Anita’s god-daughter is the first
to congratulate her on her graduation,
2001

□ “Thank you for the interview.”

Inteview by Rita Pagacz-Moczarska
Excerpt from the interview published in Alma Mater No.150/2012

The Jagiellonian University’s School of Medicine in English
at its Medical College has been conducting university degree courses in Medicine since 1994, and in the 2010/2011
academic year launched a five-year programme of study in
Dentistry leading to the degree of Lekarz Dentysta (Dental
Practitioner) on graduation. Since 1997 the School has held
the accreditation of the U.S. Department of Education for
the university teaching of Medicine, and the accreditation of
the Medical Board of California since 2007, on the grounds
of which our graduates in Medicine may practise as MDs
in the State of California. Currently the School has 620 students from over 20 countries all over the world. Our School
is widely recognised throughout the world, which means that
every year several candidates apply for each of our places.
The School’s graduates are working as doctors in prestigious
hospitals and clinics in many countries worldwide and are
appreciated for their high standard of medical qualifications.
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THE KRAKÓW CHOICE
he beginnings of the Erasmus
Student Exchange Programme
go back to 1987. Polish colleges and
universities have been taking part in it
since 1998/1999. In 1995-2006 ERASMUS was part of the EU SOCRATES
programme, and since the 2007/2008
academic year it has been part of the
EU Lifelong Learning Programme,
which is envisaged to run until 2013.
Over the years the Erasmus Programme developed and expanded terri-
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torially and conceptually. Nonetheless the
basic idea of international co-operation
has stayed the same. Its name is a direct
reference to the great Renaissance Humanist Erasmus of Rotterdam (1466-1536),
who acquired his education in many European universities and whose Humanist
ideas exerted a signal influence on the
shape of university education.
Why Erasmus? Why in Poland?
The answer to the first question is very
simple. It’s a programme that not only offers participants the opportunity of study
abroad, but also gives them many advantages which accrue on their return. The
period abroad is obviously a chance for
continuous contact with a foreign language
and its culture, but it is also an opportunity

Photo Paweł Kozioł
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for the enhancement of professional experience. The list of benefits is very long.
The answer to the second question looks
more interesting. In the opinion of native
Polish students Poland is an attractive place
for foreigners. Its central position in Europe
makes travelling to just about anywhere in
Europe easy; prices are lower in comparison with Western Europe; the country is
interesting and its landscape varied. Many
young people come to Poland from Ukraine
and Belarus. Julia, a student from Belarus,
says, “Coming to Poland is the only chance
available to us of getting an education and
improving our social and economic status.”
There are quite a lot of Czech, Italian, and
Spanish students in Poland, but much fewer
from the countries of Africa and Asia.
For 19 year-old Luo Shuaike from
China it was a straightforward decision.
His father’s Polish and he was the one
who taught Shuaike the language and convinced him choosing Poland was a good
idea. Shuaike has been in Poland since
2012 and is attending the Polish course
for foreign learners.
“I’m hoping to start out on a degree in
International Relations at the Institute of
Political Science and International Relations in October 2013, and when I graduate
I want to go back to China and become a
diplomat,” says Shuaike.
He’s keenly observing the diplomatic
relations between Poland and Germany,
countries which are trying to come to terms
with the problem of the war. According to
Shuaike the discussions going on between
them are a form of dialogue which could
be beneficial for China’s relations with
Japan. He’s very impressed by this type
of open dialogue and when he becomes
a diplomat would like to conduct talks of
this kind. However, his decision to come to
Poland for study wasn’t just based on family considerations. For him the Jagiellonian
University offers a model of how a school
of higher education should work. There are
equal opportunities for all young people
to study; all that matters is how committed they are to studying. He also likes the
open form of classes, students’ discussions
with tutors, and the straightforward relations based on a sense of partnership and
mutual respect.
Cruz Etelvino, a 24 year-old student
from Angola reading Geology, shares
Shuaike’s opinion.
“Coming to Poland meant a big surprise
for me. But I’d never go back on my decision,” he says.
The system of higher education in Angola is not as developed as in Poland, due
to the long-lasting armed conflicts. Even

though the whole country is going through
a process of restoration, the government
offers young people the opportunity for
study abroad. But it’s not the prospective student who chooses his destination.
It’s determined by his average grade and
achievements. Despite the big difference
in climate and culture, Cruz is pleased he
came to Poland. The only thing he doesn’t
like about Poland is the long winter.
Several times during our conversation
he says that all the people he’s met have
been extremely open and sympathetic.
He’s already visited Warsaw, Poznań, and
Łódź. He finds the diversified municipal
and church architecture fascinating.
Diana Neves Moreira and Maria Dias
Fonseca, two 20 year-old Sociology
students from Portugal, take a somewhat
different view. Unlike Cruz and Shuakie,
they’ve come to Poland just for six months.
They wanted to go abroad to see a different
culture, their reason for choosing Poland
was its central position in Europe and the
chance to visit other countries as well.
Maria and Diana are quite frank that
during classes they’re treated on a par with
other students – no exceptions. They’re
expected to prepare and take part in the
class just like the Polish students. What’s
more, they’re often asked to comment
on topics discussed in class, to present
a different point of view from the Polish
one. They stress the difference in student
mentality.
“In Portugal young people treat university as an adventure, and they make use
of the opportunity to make new friends
and to travel. In Poland people take a very
serious attitude to studying, treating it as

an irreversible decision. It’s different in
Portugal. If you don’t like your course of
study you can always change it. It’s not the
end of the world,” they tell me.
Even though they’re staying in a students’ hall, their door is open all the time
and they have a lot of visitors, but not many
Polish people. They tell me all the foreign
students are on the same floor and keep in
touch with their co-ordinator, who arranges
trips and events for them, helping them to
acclimatise to Polish conditions. What’s
more, the problems with establishing relations are visible already in the students’ hall.
On the foreign students’ floor practically
everyone’s door is wide open and has a lot
of notices on it which say a lot about the
occupants. Everybody’s smiling and they all
like to talk about their experience of studying
in Poland. Jason moves about the hall using a
skateboard; Paul plays the drums; and Jesus
is always on about how pretty Polish girls are
and paying them compliments. Jason tells me
that for him life in the hall is absolutely crazy.
Every day he learns something new about
the people and the country, usually the very
opposite of what he’s been told before. He
finds the extensive bureaucracy absurd, just
one, never-ending plague in such a beautiful
country, he says.
Let’s hope that the foreign students who
come to Poland leave us with good memories
of the country and an abundance of what
they have learned here, giving us some of
their open and friendly attitude in exchange.
Maybe one day they’ll return to Poland, who
knows?

Małgorzata Sypniewska

Second-year student of part-time second-cycle
Editorial Studies
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THE JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL
OF THE POLISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
uly 5th, 2013 – the summer vac., but
in the Aula of the Collegium Novum
a large group of international students are
about to start a Polish course. There’s a festive atmosphere in the Aula, and in comes
the Rector of the Jagiellonian University
accompanied by Professor Jerzy Buzek,
former Prime Minister of Poland and
President of the European Parliament. It’s
already become a tradition in the Jagiellonian University Summer School of the Polish Language and Culture for the inauguration ceremony to be attended by celebrities
from Poland’s world of culture or politics.
Its students have had the opportunity to
listen to inauguration lectures delivered
by Andrzej Wajda, Ryszard Kapuściński,
Leszek Balcerowicz, Norman Davies, and
Alex Storożyński.
Over 450 international students from
44 countries on 5 continents attended the
2013 Summer School. The largest group,
over 130, came from the USA, but Germany and Ukraine were well represented,
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too. Just who wasn’t there? There were
people from Italy, France, Russia, Belarus,
Spain, Egypt, Japan, Korea, China, and
many other countries.
Can you learn Polish in the space of the
summer vac.? Yes, of course. Youngsters
in the 14–17 age group come for a variety
of reasons and attend various courses,
but chiefly to have a good time, visit the
beautiful sights of southern Poland, and
learn the language while they’re enjoying
themselves. They have 45 hours of classes
a week, plus excursions. Older students
come mainly to learn the language. This
year scores of young people, mostly from
Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus, attended
the preparatory language course prior to
starting a degree programme in Poland. For
them learning the language is a gateway to
Polish universities. A special programme
was designed with them in mind, focusing
on disciplines like Medicine, Marketing
and Management, Law, the Humanities,
and the Social Sciences. Other Summer

School students attended general courses.
Some of the Summer School’s students
came to earn credits towards their grades in
their parent university by passing a Polish
examination in Kraków. Some were academics, teachers, journalists, businessmen,
for whom a knowledge of Polish will come
in useful in their professional activities.
And some came to discover the language
and culture of the land from which their
parents or grandparents came…
But the Summer School courses at the
Jagiellonian University are more than just
language classes. In the afternoon international students have the opportunity to attend cycles of lectures on Polish literature,
culture, history, and society. For those who
are proficient in Polish there are lectures in
Polish, and in English for those who are not
so good. The evenings are a time to relax,
but the Summer School shows you can
relax with Polish. International students
learn about traditional Polish customs and
holidays, such as Andrzejki (St. Andrew’s

In 2013 Professor Jerzy Buzek, President of the European Parliament (2009–2012),
delivered the inauguration lecture for the Jagiellonian University Summer School
of the Polish Language and Culture
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Archives of the Jagiellonian University Centre for the Polish Language and Culture
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Night), Wigilia (Christmas Eve dinner),
and the traditional Polish Easter or wedding by the hands-on approach to celebrating them. For the wedding students dress
up as the bride and groom. There are also
bonfire parties, workshops on traditional
Polish dances, and Polish cooking where
students make traditional dishes. And in
the weekends they go on excursions to see
the finest sights of southern Poland.
There’s good news for those who can’t
manage to come to Kraków during the summer. In September we’re offering another
month of intensive Polish. And in October
we shall be launching semester and one-year
programmes. There’ll be preparatory courses
as well for those wanting to study in Poland.
A semester or a year is really a good opportunity to prepare for studying Medicine, Law,
Economics, Marketing, the Humanities…
There will also be general programmes,
for everyone interested in learning Polish.
There are plenty of events during the year:
special lectures, celebrations of Polish traditions, excursions, and even the opportunity
to perform in a Polish play put on by the
international students’ drama group, which
enjoys a lot of popularity.

Ryszard Kapuściński speaking in the Collegium Novum Aula at the Summer School’s
inauguration ceremony, 5th July, 2005

If you’re interested in learning Polish
we can promise you that our courses are
successful and fully up-to-date. All of our
tutors are deeply committed professionals,
graduates of special courses in teaching
Polish as a foreign language. Their professors, authors of pioneering textbooks, are
members of our staff as well. You’ll be in
good hands. So, come to Kraków. You’ll be
welcome the whole year round, and you’ll

be able to find the course that’s just right
for you, studying at Poland’s best university and finest city. The magic of Kraków
is in itself a splendid incentive for study.

Piotr Horbatowski

Director of the Centre for the Polish Language
and Culture in the World

Participants of the 2013 Jagiellonian University Summer School of the Polish Language and Culture in the Aula of Collegium Novum

Our programme offer:
• Intensive semestral and one-year courses of Polish
• Semestral and one-year preparatory courses for study
in Poland
• Erasmus courses
• Methods of teaching workshops for teachers of Polish
• Master’s degree programmes in teaching Polish as a foreign or second language
More information on www.polishstudies.uj.edu.pl
email: polish.for.foreigners@uj.edu.pl

• Summer School
• Vacation preparatory courses for study in Poland
• Non-intensive semestral and one-year courses of Polish
• Intensive fortnight courses held all year round
• Online courses
• Customised courses
More information on our website, www.plschool.uj.edu.
pl,
email: plschool@uj.edu.pl
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
AT POLISH UNIVERSITIES
The legal regulations

T

he number of people studying away
from their home country is growing
very rapidly throughout the world. According to UNESCO data in 1970, there
were about half a million students studying
beyond their country of domicile; a decade
later the figure was nearly a million; by the
mid-1990s it had risen to one and a half
million; and by 2007 to 3 million.1 In 2007
there were two and a half million international students in the OECD countries,
with the largest number of them, nearly
600 thousand, in the USA, followed by the
United Kingdom (350 thousand), Germany
(ca. 260 thousand), and Australia (210
thousand). Poland, which is ranked 25th
out of 30 in the OECD statistics, had only
13 thousand international students in 2007.
Interestingly, the number of Polish citizens
studying abroad was nearly three times as
high – 38 thousand.2 In many countries
throughout the world, including members

of OECD the higher education rate is still
low (e.g. Portugal 12%, Slovakia 13%),
which means there is a large market potential for students from those countries
who want to obtain an education abroad.3
EU law envisages many opportunities
for students to obtain credits for at least part
of their programme of study outside their
parent university, including abroad. The bestknown programmes are Erasmus, Erasmus
Mundus, and Leonardo da Vinci. The Polish
Higher Education Act 4 has a separate chapter
on international co-operation in research and
higher education (Arts. 41–44). Apart from
that there are many other provisions in the
Act relevant to this issue. For instance, Art.
164 Section 3 admits e-learning classes,
without making a distinction between Polish
and international students.5 On the grounds
of the Act and its Executive Ordinance issued by the Minister of Science and Higher
Education (Rozporządzenie Ministra Nauki

i Szkolnictwa Wyższego) Polish universities
and institutions of higher education may
admit international students to postgraduate
and post-diploma programmes, as well as
to supplementary courses conducted within
the continuing education scheme – from
children’s university to the university of the
third age (for mature students and senior
citizens). This is possible especially if the
Polish university or college in question has
branches abroad. There are no legal obstacles
to Polish universities recruiting international
students (e.g. for the winners of international
competitions) on the grounds of separate
provisions adopted by their senates 6
Under §1. Section 1 of the Ordinance,
Polish universities and institutions of higher education may admit foreign nationals
to the following programmes of study:
• first-cycle, second-cycle, and longcycle programmes;
• postgraduate and post-diploma programmes;
• doctoral programmes.
They may also be admitted for:
• habilitation (post-doctoral habilitation) scholarships;
• research scholarships, artistic scholarships, specialist training, and medical
postgraduate internships;
• supplementary courses including
Polish language courses, and one-year
preliminary courses in preparation for
a programme of study conducted in Polish;
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• and student internships or practical
training periods.
§9 and §10 of the Ordinance grant Polish universities and institutions of higher
education a broad scope for autonomous
decisions on the recruitment criteria of
persons from beyond the Republic of
Poland for research, artistic, and specialist scholarships, supplementary courses
including Polish language courses, student
internships and training periods, academic
research, and development projects. However, there are three limiting conditions
which every foreign applicant must meet
in order to be admitted to one of the abovelisted educational programmes, academic
research, or development projects in the
Republic of Poland. He or she must hold:
• a valid visa, residence permit, or other
document authorising him/her to stay on
the territory of the Republic of Poland;
• a medical certificate confirming that
he/she has not been observed to have
any counter-indications disqualifying or
preventing him/her from taking up his/her
chosen field or form of study;
• an insurance policy against costs of
medical treatment and accidents, valid for
the duration of his/her educational stay in
Poland; or a European Health Insurance
Card (EHIC); or alternatively he/she must
join the Polish National Health Fund insurance scheme (NFZ) as soon as his/her
course starts.
In compliance with § 2. Section 1 of the
Ordinance, foreign nationals may be admitted to programmes of study conducted
exclusively in Polish providing:
• they have completed the one-year
preliminary course in preparation for
a programme of study conducted in Polish,
at a centre approved by the appropriate
minister for higher education;
• hold a certificate of proficiency
in Polish as a foreign language, issued
by the State Commission for the Polish
Language;
• or obtain a certificate from their host
school in Poland that they are proficient
enough in Polish to undertake a programme of study conducted in Polish.
The one-year course in Polish, often
referred to as the zero year of study, in
fact consists of nine months of tuition,
unlike the one-month “orientation period”
for graduates of schools in which Polish
is the language of instruction and other
candidates whose knowledge of Polish is
very good. Colleges and universities which

run one-year preliminary courses may be
found in the following cities: Kraków (the
Jagiellonian University and the Cracow
University of Technology); Lublin (the
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University);
Łódź (the University of Łódź); Rzeszów
(Rzeszów University); and Wrocław
(Wrocław University of Technology).
Matters which are not regulated by
Polish law are left to the discretion of the
host university or college, pursuant to its
academic autonomy. The admission procedure itself of international candidates
requires close co-operation on the part of
many institutions and government bodies,
such as diplomatic posts and consular offices, the Bureau for Academic Recognition and International Exchange, language
schools teaching Polish, and the Polish
minister(s) responsible for the supervision of the host university or college. In
view of the geographical distances and
cultural diversity involved, many foreign
applicants for study in Poland avail themselves of the services of intermediary and
advisory agencies, such as the authorities
of foreign universities, Polish associations
and organisations abroad, or language
schools teaching Polish abroad.
Some foreign nationals have the
right to apply for admission to a Polish
institution of higher education and study
in Poland on the same grounds as Polish
citizens. This applies to the following
categories: 7
• foreign nationals who have been
granted a permanent residence permit for
domicile on the territory of the Republic
of Poland;
• foreign nationals who hold refugee
status granted them by the Republic of
Poland;
• foreign nationals provided with temporary protection on the territory of the
Republic of Poland;
• migrant workers who are citizens of
EU member states, the Swiss Confederation, member states of EFTA (the European
Free Trade Association), or signatory states
of the EEA (European Economic Area),
viz. Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway;
and members of their families resident on
the territory of the Republic of Poland;
• foreign nationals who have been
granted a European Community long-term
residence permit on the territory of the
Republic of Poland;
• foreign nationals who have been
granted a residence permit for a limited

term on the territory of the Republic of
Poland;8
• foreign nationals who have been
granted supplementary protection on the
territory of the Republic of Poland;
• citizens of EU member states, member states of EFTA, signatory states of
the EEA, or the Swiss Confederation,
and members of their families, who hold
a permanent residence permit.
On admission to study at a Polish
school of higher education, all foreign
nationals belonging to these categories
acquire the same rights as Polish citizens to
apply for a welfare grant or subsidy. If their
academic achievements are good enough
they will be eligible for the award of the
Minister’s scholarship, just like Polish
citizens. If they are in fee-paying education
(e.g. attending a part-time or postgraduate
course), they will be charged exactly the
same fees as Polish citizens.
Sometimes even candidates who come
from exotic parts of the world (from the
Polish perspective) may have the right to
apply for admission to study in Poland on
the same grounds as Polish citizens. This
may happen, for example, if a candidate
holds multiple citizenship, including that
of an EU or EFTA country, or is entitled
to claim one of the above-listed legal
statuses. Colonial times have left their
consequences in this respect, too. For instance, a Vietnamese or an Algerian who
also holds French citizenship has the right
to study in Poland at the Polish taxpayer’s
cost – providing he or she entered Poland
using his/her French passport.9
Others, apart from citizens of EU,
EFTA, and EEA member states and Switzerland as listed above, and members of
their family, who have the financial resources needed for maintenance during their
education in the Republic of Poland, may
also study at a Polish university or college
on the same principles as Polish citizens.
However, they will not be entitled to many
of the material and welfare benefits.
Higher education for candidates holding the Karta Polaka
The situation of holders of a valid
Karta Polaka (Polish Card) is good. Apart
from the opportunity to enjoy many of the
rights defined under Polish law, they are
entitled to embark on higher education,
a doctoral programme, or other forms of
education in the Republic of Poland; or
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they may take part in scholarly research and
development projects – on the principles
holding for Polish citizens, or on the conditions applicable for foreign nationals.10
The Karta Polaka is a document to
confirm that the holder is a member of the
Polish Nation, but it does not confer Polish
citizenship; neither does it grant the holder
the right to domicile on the territory of the
Republic of Poland.11 Holders of the Karta
Polaka are subject to the same regulations
concerning entry, staying in Poland, and
leaving the country as other citizens of
foreign states.
Higher education
for stateless persons?
A total of 12 million people throughout
the world are estimated to be stateless.12
There are relatively few stateless persons in
the countries of Central Europe, for instance
4,100 in Slovenia, and around 1,000 in Poland and Slovakia. As I have already said,
under Polish law any person who does not
hold Polish citizenship is a foreign national.
If we accept that a stateless person, or a person whose citizenship is undetermined13 is
also a foreign national, then we shall have to
admit that if such a person falls in any one
of the status categories I have listed above14
and meets the criteria for admission to the
school of higher education he or she is applying to, he or she may study at that school
on the same conditions as Polish citizens.
A stateless person who holds a valid
Karta Polaka automatically has the right
to apply for admission to all the kinds of
higher education on the same conditions as
those for Polish citizens, or on the conditions
to which foreign nationals are subject. The
Karta Polaka may also be granted to an
individual who has the status of a stateless
person in one of the post-Soviet republics.15
As regards other categories of stateless persons or persons whose citizenship is undetermined, it may be reasonably assumed that
if they can produce the required documents
to prove their educational qualifications and
meet the admission criteria of the school
to which they are applying, they may seek
admission on grounds different from those
applicable to Polish citizens.
Grounds for admission
to a programme of study
A candidate who does not satisfy the
conditions for study in Poland on the same
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grounds as Polish citizens has many alternative possibilities of studying in Poland on
other grounds than those for Polish citizens.
These grounds are as follows:16
• international agreements: on the
grounds defined in such agreements;
• agreements between Polish schools of
higher education and foreign entities: on the
grounds defined in such agreements;
• a decision issued by the minister
responsible for higher education or by the
appropriate minister;17
• a decision issued by the given school
of higher education.
Many of the international agreements
entered by the Republic of Poland, especially those on education, higher education,
and cultural and academic co-operation,
provide grounds for candidates to claim
the right to a government scholarship.18
Similarly, the freedom enjoyed by Polish
schools of higher education to conclude
agreements with foreign entities offers
numerous opportunities for international
co-operation, including options within the
scope of academic mobility and the admission (exchange) of international candidates.
The very wide-ranging phrase, “foreign entities” (podmioty zagraniczne) encompasses
a virtually unlimited spectrum of entities
with headquarters outside the Republic of
Poland and potentially highly diversified
in terms of legal and organisational status.
They may include NGOs, churches, social
organisations, or the professional and
economic departments of local government. Moreover, Art. 168 Section 1 of the
Act directly states that first-, second, and
long-cycle programmes of study may be
conducted jointly by schools and institutions of higher education, including foreign
ones, on the grounds of an agreement they
have entered. There is nothing to stop entities representing a variety of educational
profiles (e.g. medical or military colleges)
from concluding such agreements.
Financing study in Poland
Higher education in Poland is free of
charge for foreign nationals on full-time
programmes studying on the same grounds
as Polish citizens. Foreign nationals recruited on grounds which are different from
those applicable to Polish citizens, as I have
explained above, may study19:
• as holders of scholarships awarded
by Poland;
• as fee-paying students;

• without paying fees, and with no rights
to a scholarship or grant;
• as holders of scholarships awarded
by the despatching entity, without paying
tuition fees;
• as holders of scholarships awarded by
the school of higher education.
Polish Government scholarships granted
on the grounds of international agreements
or of the Polish Government’s programme
for co-operation with the Polish diaspora
and Polish people abroad (Rządowy Program Współpracy z Polonią i Polakami za
Granicą ) are awarded:
• to persons studying at a university, or
a tertiary school (college) of technology,
economics, agriculture, or sport, by the
appropriate minister for higher education;
• to persons studying at a tertiary school
(college) for the arts, by the appropriate
minister for culture and national heritage;
• to persons studying at a tertiary school
(college) of medicine, by the appropriate
minister for health.
Scholarships may be awarded in cooperation with institutions running scholarship programmes, such as the Fundusz im.
Kardynała Stefana Wyszyńskiego (Cardinal
Stefan Wyszyński Scholarship Fund),20
the Fundusz im. Konstantego Kalinowskiego (Konstanty Kalinowski Scholarship
Fund),21 the Program opieki stypendialnej
Fundacji Semper Polonia (Semper Polonia
Foundation Programme for Scholarship
Assistance)22 the Fundacja Jana Pawła II
(John Paul II Foundation), or the Program
im. Stanisława Grabskiego (Stanisław
Grabski Programme).23
In compliance with the conditions and
terms of international agreements, applications for Polish scholarships are usually
made by Polish or foreign diplomatic posts,
or the given country’s institutions responsible for foreign academic exchange.
Fee-paying study may turn out to be
advantageous as regards taxation. §17 of
the Ordinance lays down the lower limits
of fees payable by foreign nationals on
programmes of study or training courses,
or participating in academic research or
development programmes at Polish public
schools of higher education, or embarking on programmes of study conducted in
Poland in a foreign language of instruction.
For instance, the minimum fees for first- or
second-cycle programmes are €2,000. Persons of Polish origin24 subject to fees are
entitled to a 30% discount on the amount
of fees due.25 On application lodged on

good grounds by a student who is a foreign
national, the rector of the given school of
higher education may reduce or waive the
fees due from him/her.
Scholarships awarded by the despatching party on the grounds of international
agreements are usually granted by the given
country’s minister or institutions appropriate for international academic exchange.
Foreign nationals studying in Poland who
hold scholarships awarded by Poland or
by the despatching party do not pay tuition fees.
Foreign nationals who wish to apply
for exemption from fees without the right
to claim scholarship or grant benefits do
so through the appropriate institutions in
the given country, or through the Polish
diplomatic and/or consular posts, on the
grounds of international agreements or
Polish Government assistance programmes.
Studying in Poland,
not only with Polish
as the language of instruction
Both Polish citizens and foreign
nationals are eligible to apply for programmes of study conducted by Polish
schools of higher education in any language other than Polish. However, Polish citizens are not admitted to doctoral
programmes of study involving clinical
disciplines conducted by a Polish medical
college in Poland in a language of instruction other than Polish.26 Foreign nationals interested in studying (for instance)
in their native language, but away from
their home country, are obliged to present
a document to prove their proficiency in
the language of instruction. This may be
a certificate or diploma confirming they
have completed or graduated from a postprimary (post-elementary) school abroad
in which the language of instruction was
the same as the language of instruction
for the programme the candidate wishes
to attend in Poland.
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KRAKÓW
ON THE WORLD’S
POSTAGE STAMPS
1

T

he motto Cracovia Totius Poloniae
Urbs Celeberrima first appeared on
the view of the City of Kraków made by
the Swiss engraver Matthäus Merian in
1619. Centuries later Poland’s most celebrated city turned into a subject addressed
on the postage stamps of many countries
throughout the world. You can find a Cracovian motif on stamps from the Vatican,
Hungary, Ukraine, Austria, and places as
far away from Kraków as Ethiopia and the
Togolese Republic, and even on stamps
issued by the United Nations.
The Vatican State issued stamps
featuring Kraków in 1966, 1979, 1986,
1996, and 2002. Its first series showing
Poland was put into circulation on 3rd
May 1966, for the millennial anniversary
of Poland’s conversion to Christianity.
Two of the stamps in this series show
Kraków: one has the image of St. Stanislaus with the towers of Skałka Church
and Wawel Cathedral; and the second
presents Queen Jadwiga and the court
of Collegium Maius, which once housed
the Jagiellonian Library (Photo 1). The
second Vatican series was issued in 1979
to commemorate the ninth centenary of
the martyrdom of St. Stanislaus, and includes a stamp showing a view of Wawel
Cathedral amid other buildings on the
hill (Photo 2). Views of the Cathedral are
presented on stamps in the Vatican series
issued in 1986 and 1996 (Photo 3). The
1986 stamp commemorated Pope John
Paul II’s visit to Poland in 1983; and the
1996 stamp the golden jubilee of his first
Mass following ordination in 1946. The
next Vatican stamp showing Kraków was
issued in 2003 to mark the Pope’s visit
to Poland in 2002 (16th-19th August). It
presents the portrait of John Paul II and
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a view of the Łagiewniki Shrine of the
Divine Mercy (Photo 4).
In 1984 Hungary issued a stamp showing Wawel Cathedral to mark the 25th anniversary of the foundation of it permanent
postal commission (Photo 5).
Ethiopia is another country which has
issued stamps on a Cracovian theme. They
come in two Ethiopian series presenting
sites which have been entered on the
UNESCO World Heritage List. One stamp
shows a view of Wawel Hill (Photo 6), and
the other shows the Holy Cross Chapel in
the Wieliczka Salt Mine (Photo 7).
Wawel Cathedral appears on a stamp
issued by Serbia in 2005. Pope John Paul
II is shown with the Cathedral in the background, and the stamp was a tribute to him
after his death (Photo 8).
Photo 9 presents a stamp issued in
1970 by Israel in a series showing famous
synagogues from all over the world. This
stamp has a view of the Old Synagogue at
ulica Szeroka 24 in the Kazimierz district
of Kraków. The Old Synagogue is one of
the oldest extant synagogues in Poland,
and one of the finest specimens of Jewish
religious architecture in Europe.
Austria is issuing stamps showing vintage views of post offices in the Habsburg
Empire. In 2009 a stamp was put into
circulation presenting a late 19th-century
post office in Kraków (Photo 10). Other
stamps in the series show post offices in
Marburg and Zagreb.
Photo 11 shows one of the most interesting foreign stamps of Kraków. It
was issued in 1981 by Togo, as one of
two stamps in a pair presenting two sites
entered on the UNESCO World Heritage
List. The Cracovian part of the pair shows
a bird’s-eye view of the Market Square,
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with the Cloth Hall and Town Hall Tower.
The other stamp in the pair shows Fort
D’Estrées, the infamous House of Slaves, a
shipping point for the slave trade on Gorée
Island in Senegal.
In 1994 the United Nations postal
service (headquarters in New York) published a series of three stamps one of
which shows a stained-glass design based
on Stanisław Wyspiański’s drawing of his
infant son Staś asleep (Photo 12).
Photo 13 shows a set of stamps issued
by Ukraine to mark the 75th anniversary
of the first international air mail service
between Vienna, Kraków (spelled KRAKIB in Ukrainian Cyrillic script), Lwów
(now Lviv, Ukraine), and Kiev (now Kyiv,
Ukraine).
Stamps printed on gold and silver foil
are a rarity. Photo 14 shows two stamps
commemorating the 25th anniversary of the
election of John Paul II to the papacy. The
stamp on silver foil was issued by Gambia,
and the one on gold foil by the Solomon
Islands. Both present the Pope against the
background of Wawel Cathedral.

13

Jerzy Duda

Doctor of Engineering, documentary photographer,
stamp collector, and member of the Society
of Friends of the History and Monuments of Kraków

The stamps come from the collection
of Jerzy Duda and Maciej Rudy.
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THE ALMA MATER READERS’ CLUB
Dear Readers,
The Jagiellonian University magazine Alma Mater, which has been coming
out since 1996, is intended to present the life of the academic community of
Poland’s oldest university. Thanks to the joint efforts of its authors, editors, and
co-workers, thanks to the friendly response and feedback from our Readers and
the commitment of the University’s authorities, in the 18 years we have managed to create an open forum for the exchange of information and opinion. The
magazine has gradually increased its frequency of publication – from a quarterly through a bimonthly, to a monthly now.
We are offering membership of the Alma Mater Readers’ Club to all
interested in regularly receiving the latest issue of Alma Mater. You can become
a member by making a donation (the amount is up to you) for postage and
packaging, to the account of the Jagiellonian University. Every member of the
Club will receive a free copy of new editions of Alma Mater. The funds collected
thanks to our Readers’ generosity will be allocated for the costs of distribution
and printing.

If you decide to join, please pay your donation into the University’s bank account:
Uniwersytet Jagielloński, PEKAO SA 87124047221111000048544672
fill in the following declaration and send it to our editorial office:
Name and surname ......................................................................................................................................................
Address........................................................................................................................................................................
Telephone number – e-mail ...........................................................................................................................................
Are you a Jagiellonian University graduate? Yes / No. If you are, please state your faculty, field of study, and year of graduation…………………… I hereby declare that I shall pay a donation in the amount of ….. into the bank account of the Jagiellonian University in 2013. Please enrol me in the Alma Mater Readers’ Club and send me a regular copy of the Jagiellonian
University’s magazine Alma Mater.I consent / do not consent (delete as appropriate) to the publication of my name, surname,
and place of residence in the list of Club members published in Alma Mater.
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